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Danish Perceptions and West Indian
Realities: Slavery in the
Danish West Indies
by KAREN FOG OLWIG
The year 1987 marked the 70th anniversary of the sale of
the Danish West Indies to the United States of America.
With the sale of the three small islands of St. Thomas, St.
Croix and St. John, Denmark had disposed of all her tropical
colonies, which at one time had included possessions on the
Gold Coast in Africa, the present Ghana, and in
southeastern India, most importantly T rankebar. 1
Danes never constituted a major segment of the population in these colonies, but relied to a great extent upon
planters and merchants from other European countries for
investment and economic activity in the area. 2 In the case of
the Danish West Indies, British plantation owners were
dominant on St. Croix; Dutch plantation owners on St.
John, especially in the early period, and a multitude of
nationalities operated in the harbor city of Charlotte Amalie
on St. Thomas, which was one of the great entrepots in the
Caribbean. Only the colonial administration was run exclusively by Danes. The Danish Lutheran church was just one
among several denominations such as the Anglicans, the
Moravians, the Catholics and the Dutch Reformed. Danish,
though the official language of the colony, was spoken only
by a small minority. English was the main language on St.
Croix, Dutch Creole (a mixture of Dutch, African and
English elements) on St. Thomas and St. John until the 19th
century, when English became the common language on all
three islands.

The main link between Denmark and the colony was
clearly economic. Denmark profited from the importation
and further processing of raw materials like sugar; from
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trade, notably of slaves; and from the revenues that were
collected in the Danish West Indies on trade and sugar
production in particular. 3 One would therefore expect that
even the former Danish West Indies, the last of the tropical
possessions to be sold by Denmark in 1917, would long have
been forgotten by the Danes. This is not the case, however.
During the last 30 years, in particular, Danes have shown
an increasing interest in the former Danish West Indies. This
popular interest initially was generated, to a great extent, by
the publication of Thorkild Hansen's trilogy, Slavernes Kyst,
Slavernes Skibe and Slavernes 0er (1967-70). The
publication of the first volume coincided with the 50th
anniversary of the sale of the islands in 1967 which was celebrated in Denmark and the American Virgin Islands. The
anniversary celebrations led to the initiation of exchange
visits by groups of Danes and Virgin Islanders, which still
take place and are organized by the Danish West Indian
Society in Denmark and the sister organization The Friends of
Denmark in the Virgin Islands. In 1976, the Danish Queen
paid an official visit to the Virgin Islands during her grand
tour of the U.S.A. in connection with the American Bicentennial. Since then Danish travel bureaus have had charter
tours to the American Virgin Islands, still called the Danish
West Indies by Danes. At the time of the Queen's visit to the
West Indies, Danish television produced a series on the
emancipation of the slaves in 1848, based on Preben
Raml0v's novel Massa Peter, published in 1967. More
recently, in the spring of 1987, a commercial film, Peter van
Scholten, was released on the same topic, but it focused
almost entirely on the Danish governor Peter von Scholten,
who emancipated the slaves, rather than on the general social
situation. It was sponsored by the Danish Film Institute and
is one of the most ambitious and expensive film projects
ever undertaken in Denmark.
This film, I believe, captures some of the main reasons
why Danes remain so interested in their last possession in the
tropics. The film deals with a period in time when Denmark
was a colonial power, possessing such gems as the plantation
society on St. Croix and the international entrepot on St.
-6-

Thomas. The film, which takes place in the last period of
slavery, when planters and merchants were leading lives on a
grand scale, thus reaffirms the fact that Denmark once partook of the riches that were held by leading powers such as
England and France. Since Denmark obviously no longer is a
major international power, it is fitting, however, that the
film also depicts the downfall of colonial society. This is
shown here to have been initiated by the abolition of slavery
by a warm and generous governor, who was sympathetic to
the slaves and wished to avoid bloodshed on the islands. 4
The events surrounding the emancipation of the slaves, I
would argue, support important aspects of Danish cultural
identity: a past of grandeur sacrificed on the altar of
humanity when the downtrodden were emancipated in a
civil manner and a savage confrontation avoided. I would
further suggest that these character traits of lost greatness
and noble humanity are strongly reflected in Danish
attitudes toward the Danish West Indies. These attitudes are
perhaps most apparent in the descriptions of the Danish
West Indies written by Danes. Thus many of the historical
accounts are best described as myths that attempt to erect an
image of Danish culture and personality. I shall try to
examine some of the historical descriptions in this light, in
the process presenting another, perhaps more realistic view
of the islands' history.
A past of grandeur . ..
During the slave period, the proverb "Rich as a West
Indian planter" became popular in Denmark. It had originated partly because of the lifestyle of West Indian planters
visiting in Denmark, partly because of the descriptions of the
West Indian plantations published in Denmark. The planter
McEvoy, who left Whim Plantation on St. Croix to settle in
Copenhagen in 1820, impressed the whole city when he
renovated a palace in grand style. He installed gas lighting in
the palace as the first in Denmark, and had to equip the royal
palace with gas lights also in order not to outdo the King. No
wonder rumor had it that he dined on gold plates!
-7-

The accounts of planter life which reached Denmark lent
plenty of fuel to the impression of West Indian planters as
unbelievably wealthy. The school master Hans West, who
lived on St. Croix during the late 18th century, described
plantations stocked with as many as 24 of the finest horses so
that the planter family could ride in carriage and four in the
best of style (West 1790: 3). Planter life apparently was one
constant round of elegant parties in the spacious great houses
which the Danish naval officer Hans Birch Dahlerup called
castles. He visited the Danish West Indies during the late period
of slavery, when Peter von Scholten was governor-general, and
described dinners consisting of the choicest meats as well as
exotic seafood and fruits never heard of in Denmark. The
food was eaten on the most exquisite china and accompanied
by the finest European wines drunk in crystal glasses.
Apparently the most lavish party took place on the Danish
Queen's birthday in the ballroom of government house on St.
Croix. The ladies wore gowns from Paris and London and
jewels so magnificent that their equal had never been seen at
the royal balls in Europe. The men's suits or uniforms were
done by the most exquisite tailors in London or Paris
(Dahlerup 1909).
The luxurious life style naturally required a great number
of servants, and it was perhaps this lavish use of domestics
that most impressed the Danes. Johan Lorentz Carstens, who
held plantations on St. Thomas and St. John in the first half
of the 18th century, thus described the following as common
practice among the white population:
The lord or master has his male slaves, the lady or
mistress has her female slaves, the children also
have their own according to their sex, so that the
most superior can have in their houses 16-24 such
servants or attendants surrounding them, but a
common citizen only 2-4; this is according to the
honor and rank, and the size of the household. All
these house slaves must serve and wait, wherever
their master or mistress either sit, lie, walk, stand,
or where they travel back and forth (Carstens 1981
[1740erne]: 79-80).
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The Danes who heard about these practices interpreted
them as a sign of the fact that West Indian planters possessed
incredible riches and this led to their becoming a yardstick
for grandeur, hence the proverb "Rich as a West Indian
planter."
Historical research on the Danish West Indies, however,
has shown, that the West Indian wealth depicted was rather
flimsy. Only during periods of greatest prosperity did the
plantations generate the vast profits that were associated
with the West Indian colonies. As soon as sugar prices
decreased and the conditions for sugar cultivation worsened,
the economic foundation of the planter society deteriorated.
Many of the plantations became heavily mortgaged, and
they changed hands quite rapidly, as the owners became
unable to pay their debts. The planters' life style clearly did
not always match the economic reality of plantation society.
This living beyond their means is thought to be one of the
reasons why the plantation economy collapsed after the
emancipation of the slaves in the middle of the 19th century.
Sacrificed on the altar of humanity . ..
The Danes' conception of their own history emphasizes
that they were quite humane in their treatment of the slaves,
who, regrettably, were regarded as necessary for sugar production at that time. In a sort of comparative ethnography of the
world from 1837, one Danish author stated that "the
Negroes who live under Danish sovereignty are the best off,
for the Danish slave laws are mild and humane" (Monrath:
114). A geographical-statistical work on Denmark from
1853, admits that the treatment of the slaves was somewhat
harsh in earlier times, but states that the slave owners on the
Danish islands "always stayed clear of the abuses that have
made Negro slavery an object of general disapproval and put
it under the ban of civilization" (Bergs0e 612-13). Different
versions of such statements reappear in various works
throughout the 19th and even 20th century.
Though the Danish administrative practice may have contained liberal elements, descriptions of slaves from the
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period reveal that the way in which the white plantation
society regarded the slaves was anything but humane. The
Danish civil servant and plantation owner Reimert Haagensen, writing in 1758, described the Blacks as "made to be
thralls, in that they can't conceive of anything but constant
labor ... their black skin witnesses their evilness and their
predestined thralldom, so it is reasonable that they ought not
have any freedom" (1758: 51). The planter Carstens, writing
in the 1840s, regarded the slaves as wild, heathen savages.
He stated: "some are more savage, murderous and devilish
than others and deal with witchcraft and devil-fantasy", and
he compared the slaves' appearance and habits with those of
animals (1981: 83, 90, 94). Such perceptions of the slaves
hardly constituted merely spontaneous reactions towards
exotic strangers. The relegation of the Blacks to animal
status seems to be a means of rationalizing the exploitation
of the slaves' labor power in the fashion of beasts of burden.
This accords well with descriptions of the way in which the
plantations were run in the Danish West Indies during the
18th century. They all document an inhuman work day
consisting only of hard, physical toil to which slaves were
"driven" with whip and stick, as if they were beasts. The
actual plantation labor lasted about 12 hours, six days a
week (outside of harvest, which lasted dose to half a year and
Saturday was a half day). To this workday one should add
the substantial labor required for the subsistence of the
slaves' households.

When the downtrodden were emancipated . ..
Close scrutiny of the plantation society which emerged in
the West Indies reveals that the descriptions of slaves as
animals, whose brute strength was to be exploited as
efficiently as possible, did not entirely reflect the reality of
life on the island. Just as the planters were neither as rich nor
as humane as depicted, they were not as much in control of
the slaves, as they would have been, had the slaves really
been domesticated beasts of burden.
A journal from Carolina Plantation on St. John from the
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years 1766-67 shows, for example, that a fair proportion of
the slaves did not do any work for the plantation. Of the
approximately 90 adult slaves, between seven and 21 were
ill; 10-11 were manqueroons, i.e., disabled who had no labor
power to offer the plantation at all, and anywhere from one
to eight were maroons, i.e., run-aways from the plantation.
This clearly shows that the classification and utilization of
slaves as beasts was not fully realized in daily life. The fact
that more than 10 % of the adult slaves were disabled proves
that the slave owners, despite everything, recognized the
slaves as human beings and let them live even when they
were unproductive and an economic burden. Maroonage
from the plantations, furthermore, was a clear sign of the
wish for self-determination displayed by the slaves toward
the plantations and the inability of the plantation owners to
control the slaves (SAA 62).
It was the slaves' culture, however, which most effectively subverted the slaves' inhuman status and put to shame
the planters' view of them as savage brutes. I would argue
that it was largely this Afro-Caribbean culture which freed
the slaves. Thus the Danish governor-general Peter von
Scholten's importance in emancipation largely can be seen as
being a recognition of the de facto independence of the slaves
and of the long and short run impossibility of holding them
in bondage. The Afro-Caribbean culture developed on the
basis of an extensive economy and family system created by
the slaves. Since I have documented this culture most fully
for St. John, I shall draw largely on my study of that island,
though reference will be made to St. Thomas and St. Croix
as well (Olwig 1985).
On St. John it was common practice to release slaves
from the plantation work for a couple of hours at noon and
all day Sunday in order to cultivate their subsistence crops.
In clearings made in the wooded mountain sides surrounding
the plantation fields, the slaves in times of plentiful rain
produced enough vegetables and small stock to make them
largely independent of the plantations. Many even had a
surplus which they marketed, either through informal
exchanges of goods on St. John, or, through a more formal
-11-

system of trade, with the neighboring island of St. Thomas.
The presence of large markets on St. Croix as well as St.
Thomas indicates that a similar practice was current on those
islands.
The planters and administrative authorities chose to
ignore this economic activity as far as possible. Nonetheless
there were times when they had to face the fact that there
was an extensive economic system about which they had
little knowledge, and which they did not control. Thus the
Danish administrator was quite surprised, if not bewildered,
when he learned that the house of the elderly "royal slave"
Matheus, which was located on a bay, served as storage
place for products that the slaves wished to ship from St.
John to St. Thomas (LA 58: May 20, 1796). The planters
usually prohibited their slaves from traveling to the market
on St. Thomas, fearing that they would run away. Most
slaves therefore had to trade through boat captains, many of
whom were free colored. Even though the planters were not
happy about this trade, they accepted it, because they did
not want to invest in importations of food stuffs and other
necessities which slaves were able to obtain themselves
through their economic system. It was becoming
increasingly apparent, however, that this slave economy
presented not just a strategy of survival, but had become a
means of maintaining traditions concerning horticulture and
trade that most slaves knew from Africa. The planters, in
other words, had opened the door not just to a convenient
subsistence economy that would save them money, but also
to a cultural system that could not be controlled, once it was
reconstituted on the islands (cf. Mintz 1974).
The slaves also created extensive family networks. While
the African slaves were confined to forming fictive kinship
among slaves originating from the same part of Africa, or
having arrived together on the same boat, the creole slaves
created large families through their children. A slave child
always belonged to the mother's estate, and those slaves who
were born and reared on their mother's estate therefore were
surrounded by maternal kin. If the father belonged to the
same estate, his kinsmen also were present. In many
-12-

instances, however, this was not the case, because with the
widening of kin relations through the mother, slaves often
began to choose partners on other plantations. On these
estates the slave group was essentially one big family. The
slave John William of Brownsbay thus described a common
situation, when he explained to the administrator that,
whereas his father did not belong to his plantation, his
mother and eight brothers did, and that he was, besides
"related to almost the entire stock of the plantation" (LA 42:
June 25, 1845).
Most adult slaves lived in separate households in small
huts, but, as court records reveal, there was lively exchange
between households with relatives giving each other foodstuffs and helping one another care for the small children.
Among the examples can be mentioned Thomas, a carpenter
on Carolina Plantation, who usually went to his grandmother's house for meals (LA 41: August 5, 1839); Rebecca,
a house slave on Parforce, who sent cooked food every day
for her mother, who lived by herself and was seventy years
old and incapable of working (LA 39: May 22, 1824); Petrus
of Reefbay Plantation, who chopped wood for his aunt
Juliana, when she was slaughtering a pig, for which he
received a big piece of meat as thanks (LA 35: April 19,
1847); or Christian of Cinnamonbay, whose mother Rebecca
and sister Esther often looked after his children, who were
living with their mother; Penny, on Rustenberg because it
was difficult for Penny and her mother who suffered from
leprosy, to take care of them (LA 42: November 7, 1843).
The plantations obviously benefited from the presence of
this Afro-Caribbean culture with its extensive production of
subsistence goods, exchange of goods and trade of produce,
as well as the strong community of kindred who supported
and helped the weaker slaves. It was, in fact, this culture
which formed the real basis of the slaves' continued existence
and thus the survival of the plantation economy which
depended on slave labor. The very same Afro-Caribbean
culture which made European plantation production
possible also gave the slaves a measure of autonomy and
independence, however. And the slaves' self-contained
-13-

activities placed increasing pressure on the Europeans'
position of domination and superiority.

In a civil manner . ..
One of the ways in which the planters attempted to deal
with the problem of controlling the slaves was by seeking
recourse in the legal system. The Danish Law, propagated by
Christian the Fifth in 1683, formed the official basis of the
legal code in the Danish West Indies. The colonial judges
were presented with the rather difficult task of administering
this law, containing no provisions for slaves, on islands
dominated by the institution of slavery. Generally, slaves
were bracketed along with the plantations' stock, and when
slaves were abducted from the Danish West Indies to be sold
on other islands, for example, the guilty were judged according to a paragraph dealing with flagrant theft of horses or
large cattle in the field (Olsen 1983: 306-7).
Two slave codes were drawn up in the 1700s in order to
make provisions for the special conditions of slavery in the
Danish West Indies. Furthermore, a number of local
ordinances and placards were published. The primary
purpose of these was to "protect the slave owners' property
right against - paradoxically - the property itself, which
had the quality of being able to oppose the owner" (ibid.:
307). Thus the legal measures prohibited various forms of
behavior on the part of the slaves, such as the usage of
"Negro instruments" at gatherings, or witchcraft. They made
it illegal for the slaves to sell their produce, whether on the
plantations or at the market, unless they were registered and
issued permits as sellers by the authorities. A regulation
limited the slaves' visiting on other plantations and their
movement in towns were circumscribed by certain rules
(Hall 1977).
The White planter class attempted to hold its ground
against the slaves with the help of not just these written
regulations, but, perhaps more importantly, through the
application of a long series of unwritten rules that distanced
them as much as possible from the slaves. It was, naturally,
-14-

quite unheard of for the Whites to have social intercourse
with slaves. And it was an unwritten law, that needed no
formal sanction, that the Whites were not to marry slaves
(Oldendorp 1786: 240). It was tacitly accepted, however,
that white men use slave women sexually, as long as this
occurred discreetly and did not lead to any social contact outside the purely sexual contact. Using them as sexual objects
fit the general view of slaves as objects to be used by the
whites. It was quite unacceptable for white women to have
any contact with slaves, however, because this might result
in the birth of mulatto children that, according to slave law,
belonged to the mother's owner, (i.e. the mother herself, who
might wish to keep the child). The few times that white
women of the planter class had mulatto children, they were
brought to court and punished severely. When, for example,
Anna Dekooning gave birth out of wedlock to a child of
"color a Negro" the court on St. John banished her from the
Danish West Indies and denied her "all the capital she
possesses ... for her comitted promiscuity and frivolous connection ... with a heathen and black slave" (LA 64: February
14, June 9, 1758). Any kind of publicly known fraternizing
with the slaves seems to have led to the white person being
ostracized. An example of this is Lieutenant Stump, who
found that the white women refused to dance with him at a
ball on Caneel Bay, because he had formerly been seen
dancing with slaves on the plantation (LA 67: November 28,
1778).
The planters also sought to lead a way of life that was as
far removed as possible from that of the slaves. Thus the
luxurious life style, which so much impressed the Danish
visitors to the island, can be regarded as a psychological
means of putting the slaves in their place vis-a-vis the
planters. In the long run, it also helped put many of the
planters out of business, however, and it contributed toward
the development of a sort of degenerate culture among the
planter class. Several of the writers of the slave period thus
describe the planters' life style as characterized by round-theclock laziness, as opposed to the slaves' drudgery from
morning to night. According to Carstens, whites were "very
-15-

indolent, to the point that they do not have to move their
hand to move anything from one place to another; yes, they
are so lazy that a slave with a wisp must at all times follow
them to their secret room" (he means that whites were so
lazy that they didn't even wipe themselves).
While the men spent some time during the day supervising the plantations, the womens' lives are described as
entirely useless. According to Hans West, it was not particularly exciting to be a white woman in the West Indies:
The women lead very restricted lives and have little
fun ... Their only parade takes place, when they let
themselves be invited to tea treats or tea water.
They convene at 5 o'clock in the stiffest manner,
enjoy a cup of tea water as strong as lye, eat different kinds of jam and baked goods, doing this almost without speaking one single word to each
other; finally after about one hour they take their
leave, thus putting an end to their pretty merriment
. . . The restricted life on the part of the women
makes them at all times so withdrawn that one
hardly sees them smile. And just as one truthfully
can say that their conduct is unusually modest, I
cannot deny either that this modesty develops into
a stiffness and indescribable boredom in all their
behavior (West 1790: 80-81).
This passive existence, where physical activity was kept
at a minimum apparently led to complete immobility on the
part of some white women. Thus the court records from St.
John mention a Madame Wood who, unfortunately, was not
able to bear witness at the court because of her corpulence.
This meant also that she "hardly can attend church, and
when this happens she must be carried by 8 to 10 Negroes in
a hammock" (LA 65: August 24, 1761).
In the long run, the planter class did not succeed in
keeping a cultural distance from the slaves. The house slaves
were very adept in imitating their masters' life style, and
Hans West described them as "lazy, evil and proud."
According to him, it was impossible for the masters to
prevail upon "the one who cooks, to sweep a room, or the
-16-

one who sweeps to wash a piece of clothing, yes not even the
seamstress to mend." West admits, however, that the planter
class was partly at fault, because the slaves had become
whimsical and lazy under the influence of the Creole
mistresses who were so taken by vanity that they must "have
their tables surrounded by Negroes and Negresses. . . and
can hardly see a beautiful Negress without demanding to
have her" (West, 1790: 45, 48).
The most serious threat to the rigid segregation of the
population was posed by the great number of children who
resulted from the sexual unions which took place between
white men and black women. Many of the mulatto children
were freed by their father along with the mother of the
children, and gradually a third group of free colored therefore
emerged which broke down the cleavage between the white
masters and the black slaves. They made a living as, for
example, traders, artisans, fishermen and sailors, looking for
occupational niches that were not filled by slaves or whites.
Some of the free colored adopted the whites' life style in
order to set themselves apart from the black slaves, and in
doing so created much uneasiness among the whites who saw
their turf being invaded by halfcastes who could not be contained by slave regulations. West, for example, describes
with scorn how these free colored regarded themselves as
gentlemen and ladies and greeted each other in this tone:
"How do jou do Sir. I hope jou well Mam (Madam)" (1790:
48). While West praised the modesty of the white women, he
despised the immodesty of their colored sisters, who, to him,
appeared to parody the white life style:
With gravity these arrogant queens with slow steps
shoot their proud bodies forward through the
street, decorated with straw hats or fine English
Castor hats, long gold earrings, gold necklaces,
several rings on all their yellow fingers, and bracelets; dressed in magnificent clothing of expensive
English or East Indian print, the finest muslin, or
clear cambric with long trains, which, flopping
along the street, announce their standing (Ibid: 48).
Even though many whites did not approve of this new class
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of free colored, the colonial administration saw in it a possibility of creating a buffer zone between the master class, the
state administration, and the slaves. Thus the free colored
were granted a number of privileges during the last part of
the slave period, not the least by governor Peter von
Scholten .

. . . and a savage confrontation avoided
During the period of slavery, two sharply segregated
social, economic and cultural groups emerged in the Danish West Indies. Danes would like to see these groups as a
powerful class of planters, who mined the islands of
incredible riches, as witnessed by their luxurious life style,
and a powerless mass of slaves, mindlessly toiling for their
mighty owners. According to this view, the Danish administration realized the unjust nature of this system and freed the
slaves, in the process sacrificing the plantation society. In
reality, however, the slaves did not readily fall into the role,
staked out for them by the Europeans, as objectified slaves
eager to serve, but recreated and further developed an AfroCaribbean culture in order to establish their own autonomy
and an independent existence.
While the slaves' culture was innovative and helped
establish a separate Afro-Caribbean society that was largely
independent economically and socially, the planter culture
was self-destructive, in that it placed the whites in a position
where any expenditure of hard, physical work, energy and,
it seems, even creative thinking was regarded as denigrating.
The physically inactive life of luxury was not adaptable to
the new social and economic order that emerged, when the
plantation regime based on slavery ended, and there is no
doubt that this contributed to the downfall of the plantation
society on the islands.
By the time of Emancipation, the freed were no longer a
single, united group, however, but consisted of two classes:
1) that of the old free colored, who had adopted a life style
that was similar to that of the old planter class, at least in
appearance, and 2) that of the freed slaves, who had
-18-

developed an Afro-Caribbean culture and society. The later
history of the Afro-American people of these islands was, to
a great extent, a product of the struggle of these two classes
for what they perceived to be a better life.
FOOTNOTES
1 For a brief description of the Scandinavian colonial possessions, which
includes references to English language literature, see Nordstrom
(1986).
2 One of the main reasons why Denmark managed to seize and operate
colonial possessions in distant continents for several centuries was that
Denmark was a small country which presented no serious threat to the
major European powers. This political neutrality, in fact, enabled
Denmark to attract foreign investors to the colonies and establish a
major international trading post in Charlotte Amalie on St. Thomas
(Green-Pedersen 1980. See also Hall n.d.)
3 The importance of trade to the Danish West Indies has been examined
by such scholars as Green-Pedersen (1971, 1979, 1980) and G0bel
1983).
4 The r~le of the governor in the emancipation of the slaves has long
concerned historians (Lawaets 1940; Hall 1976; Green-Pedersen 1988;
Olsen 1987).
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Identifying Danish-American Folklife
by GREGORY HANSEN
Danish-American ethnicity has traditionally been studied
by examining the literature, religion, social and educational
institutions, and business enterprises of Danes in America. In
general researchers have looked to Fine Arts and Culture to
understand the Danish ethnic identity. But examining only
Culture and Art yields an incomplete understanding of
culture and art. Danish ethnic culture in America consists
primarily of the non-elitist traditions and arts of individuals'
everyday lives rather than the contributions of the elite,
and the discipline of folklore can provide a more complete
concept of Danish heritage. Folklife studies involve the stages
of identifying, documenting, interpreting, and presenting
traditional culture. Because there have been few studies of
Danish-American folklife, a necessary first step is to define
basic terms and provide a means for identifying DanishAmerican folklife. When researchers gain an understanding
of the subject of folklife and an ability to identify DanishAmerican traditional culture, in depth studies of the ethnic
group's folklife can be completed.
Studying folklife is a means for understanding people's
lives. Traditions help to define a group's identity, providing
a means for individuals to show their membership. For
example, a familiarity with Danish ethnic foods such as
holler and frikadeller provides an individual with ethnic ties
common only among Danes. Preparing and serving these
types of foods is a means for maintaining a sense of ethnicity
among Danish Americans. Although this function of folklife
is important, there are many other reasons why people maintain their folklife, for folklife contains clues which allow us
to understand culture. Folklife can be used as data to allow
researchers to check their hypotheses about a culture.
Sample questions that can be investigated by studying
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folklife include: How do Danish-Americans reveal their
notions of ethnicity through jokes and stories? How do
changes in Danish vernacular architecture reflect changes in
Danish Americans' lives? How can Danish-American folklife
be used to understand the segregation between genders
common among many Danish Americans? Are ethnic stereotypes supported by the evidence contained in the folklife?
How do second and third generation Danish Americans
regard their traditions? What ethnic traditions do they
choose to maintain?
Before questions such as these can be answered in further
studies, it is essential to understand basic terms. The Folklife
Preservation Act (P. L. 94-201) contains a widely-used
definition of folklife:
(Folklife is) the traditional expressive culture shared
within various groups ... : familial, ethnic, occupational, religious, regional; expressive culture includes a wide range of symbolic forms such as
custom, belief, technical skill, language, literature,
art, architecture, music, play, dance, drama, ritual,
pageantry, handicrafts; these expressions are
mainly learned orally, by imitation, or in performance, and are generally maintained without benefit
of formal instruction or institutional direction.
The aim of folklife studies is to examine how people use
traditional culture in their lives: how they work, play, raise
their families, and express themselves artistically. The
discipline's focus is on the lives of people who have not been
studied through more traditional approaches to history:
women, children, minorities, and men who have no claims
to fame. In considering the lives and art of people whom
society at large considers unimportant, folklife studies has
affinities with the new social history and anthropology.
Danish-American folklife is the body of folkloric knowledge that immigrants have brought with them from Denmark and continues to be expressed through the lives of
Danish Americans. The Danish cultural traditions continue
to be carried on in the USA, but few folklorists have studied
the folklife. Perhaps Danes have been overlooked by cultural
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specialists because the ethnic group is a small population that
has quickly assimilated into American culture. Perhaps little
has been written about Danish folklife because few folklorists are Danish in their ethnic background. The lack of
.scholarly study of Danish folklife in America, however,
cannot be attributed to a lack of resources, for the cultural
heritage is vital in Danish communities across the United
States.
One of the most difficult problems in studying Danish
ethnic traditions is to identify Danish-American folklife. Because little research has been done, individuals studying the
ethnic culture have few resources for becoming familiar with
Danish cultural expressions. Some aspects of American folklife are uniquely Danish while other aspects of this country's
traditional culture are shared by various ethnic groups who
have settled throughout the United States. Both types of traditions, those with Danish origins as well as folklife brought to
Denmark from other countries, have been carried on by
immigrants and their heirs and are components of the Danish
ethnic group's folklife. Although the scope and nature of
these traditional arts and activities is rich, few Danes understand what makes up the body of the folklife.
A convenient means for examining folklife is to first
classify the material into categories, or genres, of folklore.
Although it is possible to organize a group's cultural expressions into a large number of genres, the following eight
genres provide a broadly ranged means for describing most
of the Danish traditions carried on in the United States.
These genres are verbal art, oral history, vernacular
architecture, music and dance, celebrations, folk art,
occupational folklife, and foodways. There are subgenres
within these genres, and each category is a term used by folklorists and rarely by the people studied.
Along with folk music, the genre studied most
thoroughly by folklorists has been verbal art. Stories,
myths, legends, and other narratives have been such popular
subjects of study that folklore itself is often equated with the
oral tradition. While folklorists no longer limit the field to
the collection and study of traditional folk tales, many re-24-

searchers continue to study verbal arts. Danes have an
exciting heritage of storytelling, and a number of types of
stories remain in oral circulation. The Molbo stories are an
entertaining cycle of humorous folk tales that can occasionally be heard in Danish-American communities. These tales
are characteristic of a well-known type of narrative called
the "numbskull," or "noodle," tale, a type of story prevalent
in many oral traditions. Less common than the Molbo stories
are a number of folk tales that are told to teach a lesson by
offering a moral as a conclusion. These fables often include
fantasy figures such as nisse or talking animals, and although
still told through the oral tradition, they are generally read
from collections of folk tales. The writings of Svend Grundtvig and Hans Christian Andersen include many traditional
folk tales, but it is important to note that Andersen's work
consists primarily of literary reworkings of traditional
material rather than the action tales as told by Danish storytellers.
Danish folk culture also is rich in a number of other types
of stories. First and second generation Danes tell stories
about immigrants' experiences in the new land. Some of
these immigrant stories are amusing whereas others reveal
insightful, poignant details of the immigrants' adjustments
to American life. Similar to these immigrant stories are jokes
which play on Danes' attempts to learn English. These
dialect stories generally are told as jokes, and they reveal
some of the miscommunications possible when people speak
a new tongue using an old-world accent. Although Danes
laugh at themselves in their dialect stories, they also have
cycles of stories targeted at the perceived foibles of other
ethnic groups - most notably the Norwegians. These ethnic
jokes are usually told with tongue in cheek and are rarely
narrated maliciously. Possibly the cycle of jokes told about
Minnesotans by Iowans, and vice-versa, has its roots in the
Danish-Norwegian joke cycle.
Verbal folklore does not consist solely of stories and
jokes. The Danish identity is also expressed through other
types of verbal arts and folk speech. Nursery rhymes such as
"Op Lille Hans" and "Ride, Ride Ranke," Danish nicknames,
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and folk poetry are delightful examples of old-world traditional forms that are still present in America. These types of
verbal folklore are perhaps only carried on by Americans
who speak Danish or by their children. Used only by Danish
immigrants and occasionally by their children are the unique
Danish dialects. A language characterized by many regional
variations, Danish is still spoken by a number of Danish
Americans. The difference in pronunciation, vocabulary,
and syntax provide not only local color but also excellent
data for students of language and literature. Scholars of the
Danish language's history find Danish-American dialects
particularly interesting as some unique aspects of dialects
have been lost in Denmark but maintained in America. This
phenomenon, termed "ethnic cultural survival," is also
evident in other forms of folklife among Danes.
Oral history is similar to verbal art in its form, but it
differs in the content for which it is studied. In other words,
folklorists studying folklife as verbal art examine it as a form
of communication and artistic expression while folklorists
interested in oral history examine verbal expressions to gain
a more complete perspective on history. Oral sources have
been used to reconstruct historical events when written
documents are lacking. Historians have also used verbal
accounts to gain insight into how individuals have experienced the events of history occurring within their lifetimes.
Finally, by providing human accounts of historical events,
the oral historian can use these subjective reactions to test
hypotheses about historical and cultural trends and patterns,
information generally lacking in the written records.
Oral historical research is valuable for studying DanishAmerican history and heritage. Interviews done with immigrants capture their rationale for deciding to leave Denmark,
their experiences crossing the ocean, their reactions to entering the new country through immigration points such as Ellis
Island, and their adjustments to life in the new country. In
addition to providing a tool for studying these and other
aspects of the immigrants' lives, oral history can also be used
to examine life in Danish communities across the country.
How have Danish-American communities changed over
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time? How do residents in these cities, towns, and villages
regard these changes? Do Danes in America maintain their
ethnic traditions? These questions are only a sample of the
many issues which can be investigated with the theories and
methods of the oral historian.
Vernacular architecture is the architecture of the nonacademically trained designer. Danes settling in America
brought with them their knowledge of house, church, and
barn building styles, and Danish folk architecture stands in
many Danish communities as the visible manifestation of the
builders' knowledge of design. Beautiful examples of Danish
homes are evident in southwest Iowa and eastern Nebraska.
The town of Askov, Minnesota is the home of a Danish
church placed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Tyler, Minnesota has stellar examples of many types of
Danish vernacular architecture. With some training, a
researcher can develop an eye for styles characteristic of
Danish vernacular architecture, and after identifying a building as "Danish" he or she can gain insight into building
patterns and its place within the local history and culture of
Danish communities across the nation. Danes display a
unique sense of design and layout, and much research
remains to be done to interpret how Danes use space in
designing and living in their buildings.
Danish folk music and dance continues to thrive among
isolated but enthusiastic groups of Danish Americans.
Danish and Scandinavian folk dance troupes are active in
many American cities, and they frequently perform at
various cultural events and festivals. Descriptions of these
performances and interviews with dancers and members of
the audience can provide invaluable information on Danish
ethnicity. Unfortunately there are many more folk dancers
than there are Danish folk musicians, but it is possible to
meet some fiddlers, accordion players, or pianists who play
the traditional polkas, waltzes, and schottisches. Many of
these musicians are known only among their communities
and consider their musicianship to be merely a hobby . More
commonly heard are the songs of the early Danish immigrants and the ballads written specifically about life in the
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new country. Although some scholars would not consider
these immigrant songs and hymns to be folk music, they are
important records of the hopes, dreams, hardships, and joys
of the immigrants' lives. More traditional in nature are the
children's songs, lullabies, and other tunes which are sung by
a few Danish Americans. All of these types of folk songs are
entertaining in themselves, but they are also valuable as an
individual's artistry within the context of ethnic culture.
Danish traditions thrive in celebrations and holidays.
Danes often celebrate Christmas with numerous old-world
traditions, and Juletide is an affirmation of family, friends,
and Danish ethnicity in addition to its obvious religious
significance. A Danish equivalent of Mardi Gras, Fastelavn
is celebrated with a costume party and special foods. A researcher's documentation of the games, foods, and traditions
of a Fastelavn party would provide a valuable record of prelenten festivities. The Fifth of June celebration held occasionally in Danish communities in America is an interesting
counterpart to the Fourth of July festivities held in Denmark.
These two festivals commemorate the strong ties between the
two countries and the heritage of Danish immigration.
Distinct from these calendar rituals are the community
and familial celebrations held throughout the year. Church
or community dinners and socials hosted by Danes often
feature a rich supply of ethnic foods and perhaps some other
traditions including folk songs, Danish prayers, and games.
Various Danish communities organize ethnic festivals to
celebrate their heritage. Although Americanized, ethnic
festivals' parades, exhibits, speeches, musical performances,
games, and food sales all express the residents' sense of
ethnicity. Smaller celebrations, such as birthdays, weddings,
and evening visits, occasionally include ethnic traditions
although these events are not particularly Danish. A rarely
held celebration is the "sang aften," or song evening, in
which community musicians and neighbors come together
for a night of music making and visiting. Once common
throughout Europe, these types of gatherings are virtually
nonexistent in most American communities.
Danish-American folk art is difficult but intriguing to
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research in the United States. Generally practiced by
women, Danish folk art is the handwork and fancy work
that is passed on by tradition. People learn folk arts
primarily from demonstration and example within groups
rather than through formal education in the arts. A list of the
folk arts brought to America by Danish immigrants includes:
counted cross stitch, crocheting, knitting, cutwork, doll
making, needlepoint, hedebo, hardanger, filering, hvid s0,
kloster s0mning, sammen tr<Eks synning, knipling, tatting,
knitted and crocheted lace, hairpin lace, paper cutting, julehj<Eerte, straw craft, spinning, weaving, woodcarving, wood
working, and folk painting. While few of these folk arts are
Danish in origin, each is created or used in typically Danish
styles. Danish folk arts are valuable as objets de arte and as
cultural expressions. The folk arts provide clues to DanishAmerican artistic values, homelife, cultural history, and
gender roles.
Danish-American occupational folklife consists of the
old-world occupations and working traditions brought to
the USA. Many Danish immigrants settled in farming
communities, and farming is an important traditional
occupation practiced by many Danish Americans. Although
Danes have adopted most of the contemporary farming
practices of Americans, there are a number of traditional
activities such as butter and cheese making, horse shoeing,
and beekeeping that farmers practiced on Denmark's farms.
Within various agricultural practices are a number of Danish
methods for completing the tasks. A scant few of the oldworld trades, generally learned through the apprenticeship
program, continue to be practiced in America. Danish blacksmiths, masons, carpenters and cabinet makers, bakers, and
tailors, for example, have all served in needed occupations
across the country. Although it is difficult to discover what
is "Danish" in these trades, some Danish techniques are
maintained in these trades. A Danish mason, for example,
will sometimes use a unique type of trowel from Denmark
and apply mortar in a fashion different from Americans. In
researching these occupations it is essential to discover the
function each of these occupations have served within the
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larger community. The role of the Danish blacksmith is
particularly interesting as farmers often preferred the work
of the European smiths who were trained under the strict
apprenticeship system. Understanding the labor of various
workers demonstrates that the common laborer has made
important contributions to American society.
The most common form of expressive culture among
Danes in America is ethnic foodways. Foodways includes the
traditional foods such as roast pork, sweet soup, red
cabbage, and medisterp0lse as well as the baked goods
including rye bread, pastries, kransekage, and klejner.
Danish beverages, including coffee, akvavit, beer, and
liqueurs are identifiable aspects of Danish ethnicity. Danish
foodways, however, is more than a listing of ethnic foods,
for the study of foodways includes examining the role of the
food within the group members' lives. Mealtime is an
essential part of life, but it is also a social event which can
strengthen the individual's ties to the community. The
legendary Danish coffee break, for example, provides a
needed respite from daily chores but more importantly a
chance to talk with neighbors and friends. During special
occasions, Danish foods are often served, thereby preserving
and celebrating the community members' ethnic ties through
the meal itself. The study of foodways, thus, includes
examining the traditions associated with eating: the "skoal"
toast, drinking games, mealtime prayers, ethnic food festivals, and conversations during coffee are all interesting
aspects of Danish food ways which deserve more study.
The study of folklife is more than a description of types
of folklore. The study of traditional culture is an inquiry into
the place that these expressions of culture have within
individuals' lives. Because people choose to carry on folklore, investigating folklife provides us with a means for
understanding how we make our choices and how we decide
what is of value. There are ample how-to books describing
how Danish folk arts are made and how Danish foods are
prepared, but there have been few studies that interpret these
traditions to reveal their role in Danish-American communities. There are references to Danish folk culture in the
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novels of Julie Jensen McDonald, Sophus Keith Winther, and
other writers, but there is little discussion of the role these
traditions play in the community.
The listing of folklore genres in this essay provides a basis
for identifying topics that deserve further study. Examining
Danish-American folklife provides not only a valuable
record of traditional arts and activities but also numerous
clues for understanding Danish ethnicity. By identifying
aspects of American folklife which have been brought from
Denmark, we gain a better understanding of Danish contributions to American culture. By knowing about the traditions which many Danes share in common, we understand
the links between Danish American family members and
neighbors, thereby understanding how Danes view their
ethnic heritage. By interpreting Danish-American folklife,
we gain insight into Danish history and culture. We gain a
means for understanding how Danish Americans throughout
time have experienced daily life. By understanding DanishAmerican folklife, we gain a better means for understanding
ourselves and others.
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R. B. Nielsen's Journey
From Aarhus to Dannebrog
by HAROLD JENSEN
INTRODUCTION
Many years ago, possibly when I was seventeen years of
age, my grandfather, Rasmus B. Nielsen (affectionately
called R.B.) asked me if I would write the account of his
experiences as a young man emigrating from Denmark in
1878, with Dannebrog, Nebraska as his destination and
future home. I said I would. We had several sessions at the
kitchen table in his home near Nysted by Dannebrog,
Nebraska. He sat in his captain's chair, and I in a straightbacked kitchen chair. He dictated in Danish while I jotted
down what he said. I filed these notes and for some years I
feared that I had lost them. In a recent move I found them.
The pages are now yellowed, but the writing is legible. The
following pages are a translation of those notes, which tell of
one episode in an immigrant's life - an episode experienced
by many who came to settle in this great land.
R. B. was born in 1851 on a farm near M0llerup. He was
raised by his grandparents who lived near Sk0rring. In 1878
he left Denmark and arrived in Dannebrog, Nebraska on
May 2 - exactly one month after he left Aarhus. One year
later he had bought land and his sweetheart, Gertrude
Christensen, had arrived from Denmark. They were married
on May 27, 1879, in Grand Island.
R. B. Reported that when he arrived in Nebraska all the
land where he wanted to homestead had been taken. Homesteading land was available further west, even as close as
Dannevirke, near Elba, which was only about 30 miles
away. However, only five families had settled there and
making progress there looked as if it could be comparatively
difficult. So R. B. bought 80 acres of land near Dannebrog
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from the Union Pacific Railroad for $4.00 an acre to be paid
off in ten years at six percent interest. This is where he lived
as a farmer unitl his death in 1937.
-Harold Jensen
On April 2, 1878 a party of young men and women
gathered in Aarhus, Denmark. Their plans were to emigrate
to America. Many tears flowed that day as the emigres said
goodbye to father, mother, and their native land.
A Danish-American agent for the Union Pacific Railway
had come to Denmark to recruit young men and women for
settlement in America and had been successful. The final
destination of the ensuing trip was Dannebrog, Nebraska.
At 6:00 p.m. the anchor was raised and the journey from
Aarhus to Leith, Scotland began as we sailed along the east
coast of Jutland and Sweden's west cost. The weather was
pleasant and most of us passengers remained on the ship's
deck in order to get a last glimpse of our native land. But at
midnight we went below deck to find lodging for the night.
Women were lodged in one end of the ship, the men in the
other. We slept on hay and under bed covers that we had
brought with us.
On the morning of April 3 we had reached the northern
part of Jutland, and Denmark slowly vanished from sight as
we sailed into the North Sea. We gathered below to eat
breakfast. We still were among our own countrymen,
received excellent food and care, which, of course, we found
agreeable. (By the way, on the whole trip, we received our
best care on the Danish ship.)
We were now out in the North Sea and the tempo of the
sea-swell increased. Sea sickness was felt, but only with little
discomfort.
The journey to Leith went comparatively well, and at
6:00 a.m. Palm Sunday we dropped anchor in Leith. There
was great activity on board as all work - unloading,
cleaning, etc. - had to be finished by 9:00 a.m. At 9:00 a.m.
the ship's bell rang and all work stopped. Shortly after 9:00
a.m., a Norwegian woman who lived in Leith came on board
the ship and asked us emigrants if we would like to come with
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her to church. Most of us followed her and partook in a
Norwegian service. After the service we walked back to the
ship for dinner. When we had finished our dinner, the
captain said we could disembark, go up town, but that we
had to return onto the ship by 6:00 p.m., as our journey
would continue onto Glasgow the next day. In Leith we saw
several unusual sites, among others a large castle perched on
top of a mountain.
At 6:00 a.m. Monday we were transported to the train
that traveled across Scotland to Glasgow. When we arrived
at the train station we saw the long passenger train which
our party and others were to board. We discovered that
most of the passengers were from Scandinavia - Norway,
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Sweden, and Denmark. Glasgow was an assembly point for
emigrants where they boarded the emigrant steamers that
transported them across the Atlantic.
Our journey through Scotland was interesting, especially
for us Danes. Scotland, unlike Denmark is mountainous.
Only the valleys are tilled - with plows drawn by two
horses in tandem - an unusual site for us Danes. The
railroad on which we traveled followed the valleys and the
tunnels through the mountains. At 4:00 p.m. of the same day
we left from Leith, we arrived in Glasgow. The Danes were
quartered in a hotel in Glasgow at company cost for five
days waiting for the emigrant steamer that would take us
across the Atlantic. Glasgow is a world city. We lived
comparatively well in the hotel, but we no longer received
Danish fare. We Danes experienced something unusual one
evening while we sat visiting on the veranda of the hotel. A
black man, as he passed by, said, "God aften, Landsmcend"
(Good evening, countrymen). He was a sailor from the
Virgin Islands owned by Denmark at that time. During our
stay (which included Maundy Thursday and Good Friday) in
Glasgow, we observed both poverty and drunkenness.
Saturday morning we were requested to assemble aboard
ship at 6:00 p.m. After sipping our last soup at the hotel, we
went to the ship where we saw a spectacle that none of us
would ever forget; the sailors had had an afternoon of celebration ending with drunkenness and rioting. Knives were
brandished and blood flowed on the deck. The ship's officers
had not yet arrived but they were sent for and soon both the
officers and local police arrived on board and stopped the
fracas. (The next day our ship's sailors went about their
work with bandaged heads and hands.) After things had
quieted down on the ship, we lifted anchor and the next leg
of the journey was to Ireland, where we arrived Easter
morning, and where the last of our passengers boarded the
ship for the long trip across the Atlantic. To us, Ireland
appeared to be a poor country - impoverished land with
outcroppings of stone.
At 2:00 p.m. we lifted anchor and with around 800
passengers on board we began the last leg of our long
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journey. Inclement weather met us as we sailed from Ireland
- a tremendous storm with pelting rain. We expected
difficult sailing, especially now that we were in the Atlantic
Ocean. As we sailed into open sea, we encountered a violent
storm that lasted three days.
We suffered greatly from the dreadful seasickness during
that storm. The gigantic ocean waves sloshed over the ship
and the sump pumps worked continuously. We heard it said
that in those three days the ship sailed 300 miles off course.
Fortunately, the storm subsided after the three days, and we
enjoyed comparatively nice weather for the remainder of the
journey. For a while now, time on the ship passed rather
pleasantly. Concerts were scheduled for the evenings; we
Danes sang and the English in turn sang for us. But soon we
were to experience another plague. Because the ship had
sailed off course during the storm, our food began to run
short. Potatoes, bread and meat began to spoil, and the
water was poor. One person died. The burial service, led by
the ship's pastor, was held on the ship. The body was
wrapped in the American flag, hoisted over the railing and
lowered into the sea.
Finally, we reached New York, actually in good condition considering we had spent two weeks on the Atlantic
Ocean. Like all other immigrants, we were unloaded at
Castle Garden. Thousands of immigrants of many, many
nationalities were assembled at Castle Garden. At Castle
Garden we bought most of our food needs for our journey
from New York to Grand Island, Nebraska - a train trip
that took five days. After we came to New York, our party
of Danes decided that we should have a good noon meal in a
hotel managed by a Dane named Schmidt. One of our party
remained with our baggage while the rest of us went to the
hotel where we ordered soup. The soup was good but rice
had been _substituted for dumplings. Our leader became
angry over the fact that we had gone to the hotel to eat. He
felt as if he should manage everything and he was also
somewhat tight-fisted where money matters were concerned.
While in New York, the women complained about the
heat. Their discomfort stemmed in part from the fact that
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they wore wool stockings, and they asked our leader if he
wouldn't go and buy them some cotton stockings. He went
and returned with men's cotton socks, which were a good
deal cheaper - the cheap-skate!
We slept at Castle Garden the night after we landed. We
heard that 3,000 immigrants of many different nationalities slept there that night. After breakfast at Castle Garden,
we were examined and all of us in our party passed the
examination and received our immigration passes. We ate
our noon meal at Castle Garden and at 2:00 p.m., a whole
army of us were led to the immigrant train. At 3:00 p.m. our
train left New York, and as the train sped westward, the
immigrant passengers were spread widely across America as
they left the train upon reaching their various destinations.
Glimpses of the countryside as we rode through New York
suggested that it was a poor agricultural state. The same was
true of what we saw of Pennsylvania with its oil wells. We
actually saw little of Pennsylvania as it was night-time most
of the way through that state. At dawn, we had entered
Ohio and the land began to look like farmland. The same
could be said as we traveled through Indiana. The farmers
were busy plowing for corn. The morning after we entered
Ohio, we arrived in Chicago. We were locked up there
because Chicago was an immigration station and no one was
permitted to get in touch with us. An old Swedish immigrant
had gone to the toilet while we were in Chicago. Almost out
of breath he came running out of the toilet shouting, "The
water is running, the water is running!" (He was unfamiliar
with indoor, water-flushing toilets.)
Our train left Chicago at 4:00 p.m. on the same day it
had arrived. We could see that Illinois was a good farming
state. By evening of the same day, we had entered Iowa, and
we could see that Iowa was a young state. We saw many sod
huts and few of the more substantial houses we had seen
further east. We arrived in Omaha the next morning. We
were not locked up but we were enclosed in a Union Pacific
Railroad yard with high stock boards. I received permission
to accompany our leader to a land office where a land agent
for B&M had land for sale south of the Platte River. Our
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leader told the land agent that I planned to become a farmer
in Nebraska. The land agent for B&M advised me to buy
land south of the Platte because that was the finest land in
Nebraska. But our leader wished to hear no more about that
suggestion and insisted that the land north of the Platte,
namely in Howard County, was equally productive. We
received some small books from our leader which described
the Platte Valley as the Garden of Eden, but Howard County
was accordingly described as one of the best counties
because it had three large rivers and therefore its land would
not be exposed to drought. Late that afternoon we left
Omaha, and as we traveled through eastern Nebraska it was
obvious . to us, on the basis of the many sod huts, that
Nebraska was a young state.
We arrived in Grand Island around 9:00 a.m. the following morning where a group of us immigrants, with our
meager belongings, got off the train. Our leader had written
letters arranging to have wagons from Dannebrog, Nebraska
at the Grand Island railway station to pick us up, but they
had not yet come when we arrived at the station which at
that time was located about one-half mile east of the city. We
sat around the railway station or lay on the prairie grass,
enjoying the most beautiful weather, as we waited for our
wagons. People who lived in Grand Island came out to the
railway station to see these "strangers" who had arrived in
town - many of them Danes. One of my traveling
companions, Hans Nielsen, a brick layer, was hired right
there and then.
In the afternoon the wagons from Dannebrog that were
to transport us to our future home-town arrived. Shortly
after we left Grand Island, we found ourselves within a vast
area of sandbluffs. I became very discouraged and said to
our leader, "this looks like a desert." He replied, "Yes, but
wait until you get to Dannebrog and you'll be seeing
something else." We came to Dannebrog about 4:00 p.m.
Dannebrog was a pretty little country town - its inhabitants
almost all Danes. We were billeted in various homes out on
the farms where, under the circumstances, we felt fairly
satisfied. Most of the Danish women in our party found jobs
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in Grand Island, but a few of them found work in
Dannebrog. Most of the men went further west where many
found work with the Union Pacific Railroad. I stayed near
Dannebrog and two days after arrival I was hired to work on
a farm, plowing, and this I knew how to do. I felt as if I had
never plowed finer soil - no stones or other encumbrances.
This then ends my account of the journey from Denmark to
Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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Mary Bardenfleth - "I Remember"
Translated by CAROLINE OLSEN

INTRODUCTION
These are some memories of a woman whose life spanned
a whole century, from 1886 to 1986. As a Danish immigrant
in Minneapolis, she saw the changes in the Danish community from the time when the newcomers clung to their
heritage, until today, two or three generations later when
almost no one speaks in the mother tongue. Her special gift
for story telling, her acting ability, and her amazing memory
of poetry made her a very unusual, lovable person. Her outgoing personality and friendliness touched the lives of countless people.
In 1971, at age 85, Mary left her beloved Minneapolis to
live with her daughter in Michigan. She had lived in Minneapolis for 65 years. "She wasn't just another immigrant who
established herself and lived the good life here. She became
an institution and now that she has moved away it seems like
the end of an era, " 1 wrote Olaf Juhl in introducing her series
of stories about her early days in Minneapolis. Juhl had
asked her to write some of her memories for the Minnesota
column in Den danske Pioneer where they were published in
Danish from June 10, 1971 to December 7, 1972. 2
When Mary's 100th birthday was near I re-read her
original stories and decided to translate them for the benefit
of her grandchildren and others of the present generation.
A brief summary of her Danish background follows: In
Kolding, a city in Jutland, Denmark, a little girl named Mary
Jensen was born on February 19, 1886. She was the fourth
child in a family of twelve children. They lived in a cottage
in a woods near the big town. Her father was a large man
who worked in a slaughter house. Her mother also worked
there when she could get away from her growing family. The
older children, including Mary, had to take care of the little
ones while their mother worked.
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Her father, S0ren Jensen, was an easy-going, friendly
man who was an easy mark for friends when they needed
help, and they would often take advantage of him by having
him co-sign notes. Once the creditors came to the house and
carried off everything of value that the mother had saved
and treasured.
Little Mary was a bright, lively child. She had the usual
schooling that was common in Denmark at that time, about
seven grades. At age 17 she was a housemaid at the big estate
near Brorup. 3
Mary Bardenfleth' s Introduction to her Series
of Stories in "Den danske Pioneer''
May1971
A Memory is nothing visible - yet it is a secret fountain.
As years go by and energy lessens, one must give up many
things that in their time filled one's life; one becomes quieter
with time to think - and then it is good to have a secret well
to draw from - both the happy and the less bright
memories. It is said that this is a sign of old age, but what is
to follow?
"Years roll by and change the earth, and our name is
forgotten like the snow that fell last year," that is the
way of life!
After having lived sixty-five years of my life in the
beautiful and lovely city, Minneapolis, it was with sadness
that I left the friends and all the pulsating life that is still
found among Danes, even of the third and fourth generation. It is a joy to see the great interest these young people
show in helping to keep their forefathers' traditions alive at
many different occasions, Danish Day, for example. And
now we have the new Danish center for which there has long
been a need, since the memory-rich old Dania Hall and its
surroundings have, if I may say it, "gone to the dogs."
Now I am sitting here in Jackson (Michigan) on the porch
with my daughter Edith, looking out over the rural
landscape where all is turning green, and many flowering
trees and bushes are in bloom with lovely yellow and pink
color, and ...
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Mary Bardenfleth

America Dream4
I remember - a beautiful summer day in 1904, when I
suddenly got an urge to travel to America. I was a housemaid in a very beautiful manor house, "S0derskov" built in
1620, near Brorup, surrounded by a moat and a splendid
garden. It was said that every night at a certain time the
"Gray Lady" came out of an old garden house wringing her
hands and sighing, going over to the moat where she stared
down into the water and then disappeared. The legend was
that her lover, who was far beneath her class, was murdered
and thrown into the moat.
Chains rattled in the tower rooms, and both the loft and
the arched cellar rooms were haunted, "Uha!" I had cold
chills up and down my spine when I now and then had to
baby-sit for the family's three-year-old daughter until long
after midnight, when I would hear shuffling footsteps and
creaking sounds out in the big hallway.
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The estate owner, Momsen, and his sweet wife, Karla,
were fine people. There was always fun and lively days with
big hunting parties and entertaining. All seven guest rooms
were filled all summer long. One day in August, 1904, there
was company from Ribe among whom was an elderly man
and a girl about thirteen years old. They looked a bit
different the way they were dressed. Fru Momsen told me
they were from America and the man was Jacob Riis. The
name meant nothing to me that time. Little did I know that
Jacob Riis was a famous, well-known Danish American. Nor
did I dream that I would ever come in contact with the name
"Riis" again. This undreamt of experience happened many
years later in Minneapolis.
From Denmark to Minnesota 5
There was an old revue song about "America, the Land
of Milk and Honey." I now remember just a few lines of it:
"Roasted ducks, chickens and geese,
fly in on the table,
with fork and knife in their thighs Oh, but it is delightful,
Oh, but it is wonderful!
What a shame that America is so far from here."
I happened to think about that old song and I got a great
desire to travel and look around. The next day I wrote to my
oldest brother who had gone to America, just after serving
his stint in the army, in the fall of 1899. I asked him if, it was
really so lovely over there, would he send me a ticket? I
promised to pay him back - which I did later on - and
before Christmas 1904, the trip was planned.
When my younger sister learned about the trip to
America, she wanted to go along. The trip in those days was
undeniably long and difficult, and it was something of an
undertaking for two young girls to dare to set out alone for a
totally strange land. There were so many rumors about
white slavery - we should certainly take care not to be
tempted or allow ourselves to accept help in finding our
family or getting on the right train, etc.
But we did not let ourselves be frightened, so on the 26th
of March, 1905, we steamed out of England on the ship
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"Ivernia." There were just a few Danes on board, but many
Irishmen, and that was certainly a happy nationality. It did
not matter whether the weather was bad and the sea rough,
they always sat in big groups up on the deck singing their
beautiful Irish songs from morning until night.
We landed in Boston about the 12th of April (three
weeks). There was a lot of yelling and hawking of "Bananas
- bananas!" which most of the travelers immediately
bought. Manda (my sister) and I had never seen that kind of
fruit before and the smell alone kept us from wanting to taste
them. On the other hand, we bought a bag of "Sandwiches,"
which several men were going around selling for "only a
dollar." It was necessary to have food along on the train, we
had been told. That package or bag of food was our first disappointment in America. Such food, mostly thick bare bread
- not a speck of butter, and we couldn't figure out what the
sparse bit of spread was. And to think we paid a whole
dollar for it. "Uhal"
We rode on a dreadfully slow train from Boston to Grove
City, Minnesota. We were not at all impressed with what we
could see of America from the train. When we left Kolding,
Denmark, the ground in the woods was covered with violets
and anemones. In England the cows were out in the clover
fields. Here it was so dead and dreary, with great distances
between towns, and almost no people to be seen on these
distances - only when the train stopped at a station.
My brother, who was eight years older than me, worked
on a farm in Rosendale, Meeker County, Minnesota. Grove
City was the nearest station. He had asked the station master
to look after his two sisters when they came and then
telephone him at the farm. Since it was midnight when we
finally arrived we were put up at the hotel which was
situated just across from the railroad station.
My, it was good to get out of our clothes after having sat
in the train for three days and nights with almost no chance
to wash. And then we were to lie in a bed again! Tired we
certainly were - but we awakened a couple of times during
the night and found ourselves on the floor. Our bodies had
been so shaken up that we could not relax.
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Summer in Meeker County 6
The next morning my brother came with horse and
wagon, and it was lovely to get out in the fresh air and much
prettier nature than we had seen from the train window.
How good it was to finally have firm ground under our feet
again.
We were given a warm welcome by Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Mortensen, who owned the farm in Rosendale where my
brother worked. It was almost like coming home to our
parents, they were so good to us. Where these two people
came from in Denmark, I don't remember. They had lived in
Rosendale for many years and had never visited Denmark
again, but they dreamed that they might do so before they
died. However, that never came to be.
Peter Mortensen was an interesting man to listen to. He
had experienced much during the earliest pioneer years. In
the evening he would sometimes walk back and forth on the
floor with his hands behind his back and tell about Indian
disturbances way back to the '80's. "But," he said, "If you
once become an Indian's friend then you have a friend for
life."
It was to our ears a queer language that Mr. and Mrs.
Mortensen spoke. Their Danish was mixed with Swedish,
Norwegian, and American words, so at times it was hard to
understand. The first day Mrs. Mortensen said, "Ka du
spring ned i feelen og tell din brodder han skal kom til
dinner." (Can you run out to the field and tell your brother
to come for dinner.) Yes, there were many other funny
examples, but gradually we learned what they meant.
There were industrious and quite well-to-do farmers in
Meeker County, but very few were from Denmark. They
were mostly second generation, but they spoke their father's
language, and so did their children - a mixed ScandinavianAmerican language.
A couple of weeks after our arrival we were to go with
Mrs. Mortensen and our brother to a big town, Litchfield. It
looked like rain, so I took my umbrella along, but Mrs. M.
said there was no use of taking that along. "The horse gets
scared when it sees an umbrella." I couldn't understand that.
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Manda and I sat on the back seat of the buggy, and when it
began to rain, I carefully opened my umbrella, but right
away Mrs. Mortensen said, "J0sses, child - close that thing.
Can't you see the way the horse's ears go forth and back?" So
we had to resign ourselves to getting wet.
There weren't many automobiles that time, and a horse
could hear them at a great distance. We often had to stop
and calm the animal until the steaming noisy monster was
past.
It was really fun to go to an American store. We each
bought a summer hat, and we three, sisters and brother,
were photographed together, so our parents could see that
we had safely arrived at brother Jens' and had not suffered
from our long trip.
As a matter of fact there was really nothing for us two
sisters to do out there in the country all summer. We were
not used to being idle. There happened to be a couple of
young farmers' wives, in fact two sisters, who expected
babies, and they would like a little extra help, so we went to
their houses. Both families were named "Nelson." They had
omitted the "i" from the Danish Nielsen because they
thought it was easier for Americans to say and write
"Nelson." The one family had just taken over the father's
large farm and they had built a very large new house which
both the old and young people were to move into.
One day we drove over for a visit, also to see what the
new house looked like, now that it was nearly finished. Two
men who were working on the house heard my sister and me
talking Danish and they asked in surprise, "Are you newcomers?" They were so glad to hear correct Danish. They
were contractor Angel Iversen and a man named Christian
Hansen. They were from Minneapolis, the city that we
wanted so much to go to. From that day on, every time
Angel Iversen saw me through the many years in Minneapolis, he always called me "The Newcomer Girl."
Off to Minneapolis 7
There was a little church out in Rosendale where the
service every other Sunday was held in Norwegian, and
Manda and I went every time. We even sang in the choir,
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and We had the advantage of knowing many of the melodies.
Even at the 4th of July festival in the park we sang in the
chorus. It was mostly Norwegian songs, but ended with
"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean," and when we came to
the words, "Hurrah for the red, white and blue," we had to
wave a little Stars and Stripes flag. That was the first English
we learned, and we had no idea what it meant.
There was no Sunday school in that little church, but
every summer a student or teacher would come and give religious instruction in the school. They perhaps did not get
much pay for such a job, but they got board and room, and
it was at the same time like a vacation in the country. That
summer there was a not-so-young Norwegian man who was
studying for the ministry. In fact it was he who got the
church choir started. This man, Mr. Sahl, 8 asked me one day
if we two sisters would like to come to the city. If so, he and
his wife would help us find a job, for example, housework, and we could stay with them. We gladly accepted the
offer, and when summer was over, we said good-bye to
Rosendale and left Grove City one forenoon, reaching the
station in Minneapolis at 5:30 in the afternoon. It was a real
slow train. It seemed to stop every half hour and was in no
hurry to get going again. In that way it took many hours to
reach the city, about 80 miles away.
Mr. Sahl was at the station and gave us a friendly
welcome. It was raining so we had to take the streetcar
instead of walking. It was not a short distance to walk even
in good weather. The house they lived in was on 6th Street,
where Fairview Hospital now stands. Washington Avenue
was not exactly the most beautiful street to travel on even in
those days, but it was well lighted, with many people on the
street, something we had not seen since we left Denmark. We
were happy over the prospect of seeing more of the big city
the next day - the city we had heard so much about, the
famous Minnehaha Falls, Nicollet and Hennepin Avenues
with the big elegant stores, etc. It was very exciting to think
about.
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First Job 9
The next morning as soon as Mr. Sahl had left for
Augsburg Seminary, we got ready for our tour of the city.
Just as we were going out the door, Mrs. Sahl said in Norwegian, "You have to take your suitcases along." We
thought that was a strange idea, to drag around each with a
suitcase, when we were going on a sight-seeing tour. But
Mrs. Sahl had another idea which we didn't understand.
After we had gone by streetcar toward town, we got off.
Where? I do not know, but it was not a very impressive place.
Before we went in to what apparently was an employment
office, Mrs. Sahl said, "If they ask if you can cook, wash and
iron, then answer 'Yes'." It sounded very mysterious, we
thought. It was a very small place with some chairs and a
bench where some ladies sat and waited.
Mrs. Sahl went over and talked with the office clerk
while we took our place on the bench. Immediately a tall,
thin older lady came over to us. She had a lorgnette in her
hand, and through it she looked up and down at me and she
began to ask me a whole lot of questions which I couldn't
understand, but "cook, wash, and iron" I understood and
answered "Yes." Then she and another lady asked Mrs. Sahl
if we were sisters. When they learned that we were Danish
they decided at once to hire us.
A little later we drove off again - where, we didn't
know, but we had the impression it was far away. The only
thing we saw of Minneapolis that day was, as we later
learned, an employment office, and then what we could see
from the streetcar window.
We were each taken to our housework jobs, first me, to a
quite big house on Park A venue near Franklin. Then Mrs.
Sahl took Manda - where, I had no idea. It was, however,
not far from where I was. But even though my sister had
tried to notice every corner and the different buildings that
they passed, it took a whole week before she again located
the house where I was.
The happiness over meeting again was indescribable
since we had both cried whenever no one saw us. We
couldn't speak the language and everything was so strange to
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us. It was hard to understand why Mrs. Sahl had not
explained things or written down street names, house
numbers, and such for us. It occurred to us that she also was
in a great hurry to get us placed.
Finding Other Danes in the Big City 1 0
A few days after we had found one another, Mr. Sahl
came and took us along home. It was a Sunday afternoon
and we were to go with them to church where Norwegian
was spoken. But we understood very little of the Norwegian
that the minister spoke. Afterwards Mrs. Sahl took us home
so that thereafter we could find the way ourselves. We
always walked, and it was a long time before we dared take
the streetcar. It was also nice to walk, and we looked at
everything along the streets. We usually visited the Sahl
family every Sunday. We knew no other people.
One dark, rainy evening when we were with them on the
way to church, it happened that a light was suddenly lit over
the door of a building we were passing. It instantly caught
my attention. It was a small wooden church, and on an arch
over the door were the words "St. Peders Danske Evangeliske Lutherske Kirke." I grabbed my sister's hand and said
aloud, "Oh, there is a Danish church! That's where we'd like
to go!" But Mrs. Sahl answered in Norwegian, "Oh, no! You
must not go there, for they are not good Christians!" That
we could not understand, but went along with them to their
church - but that was also the last time.
On that evening there was a missionary who spoke. He
finished by saying "All you who are saved, please stand,"
and everybody stood up. My sister also began to rise but I
motioned to her to remain seated. That sort of demonstration has always been repulsive to me. So when it was all
over, the missionary and two men came slowly down the
aisle, looking up and down each row. When they came to the
bench where we sat, the man stopped and asked if we were
saved. I answered loud and clear, "No, we are Danish!" He
said he would like to talk to us before we went home, but
that we would not do.
The next Sunday Mr. Sahl was to preach in another
church, so he gave us the address and explained how to get
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there. He said we should be sure to come. But we did not do
that because now we knew where there was a Danish church.
Our hearts were pounding the next Sunday when we
quietly walked up the steps of St. Peder's church. We first
stood in the little hallway and listened to the hymns, and
peeked through the crack in the door. Pastor Petersen
walked up and down the center aisle vigorously leading the
singing. Manda and I squeezed our hands and it was hard to
hold back the tears. They were the hymns and melodies that
we knew so well. Oh, but it sounded so beautiful and
familiar! We crept in and sat on one of the last benches.
Although Mrs. Sahl had said there were no good Christians in
that church, we felt as though we had come into the seventh
heaven. Ever since that evening, November 19th, 1905, I
have been a member of St. Peder's church.
A Young People's Society and Fru Holst 11
When the meeting or evening service was over, there was
a group of younger people who stayed in the church for
conversation and socializing. We remained standing back by
the door and no one made a move to greet us. Then I
suddenly saw a young girl who reminded me of someone I
had as a classmate in Kolding. I went over to her and asked if
she were Bodi! Jensen, and if she knew me - and she did,
though it was five or six years since we had seen one another.
When she heard that we didn't know any Danes in the city
she invited us to go with them to "our" young people's
society. We were a group of 10 or 15 young folks that
proceeded chatting and humming to 2215 Riverside A venue
where St. Peder's Young People's Society had a meeting
place above a store. They held their meetings there every
Thursday evening and several young people also came
Sunday evenings for a little more socializing.
It was the home of Mrs. Marie Holst. The rooms were
not big or impressive, but there was a warm friendliness that
was felt as soon as one was inside the door. It became the
happiest evening we had experienced since we came to
America. Mrs. Holst herself was young in spirit and lived
with her memories of Vallekilde Folk School days. She
always went about humming Danish melodies. She had been
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St. Peder's Church. The first church, 9th Street and 20th
Avenue South. Dedicated January 26, 1887.

widowed while still young, with three children, twins
. Volmer and Dagmar, age 17, and Ragnhild, age 15. The
children were all born in Denmark and were quite small
when her husband, Carl Holst, died. 12 Mrs. Holst had been a
teacher in Denmark and was not at all used to hard work or
the adversities that she had to endure in this big strange
country. But she did not complain, and tried to support herself and the children by sewing and embroidery work. She
often sat and sewed by the glow of the street light. It was
hard to make the hard-earned money stretch, and she was
reluctant to accept help - in that regard she was proud.
The young people who met in her home were served
coffee and cake, and it was understood that they should pay
five cents per person. A nickel in those days was a pretty
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"coin in the bag." Mrs. Holst would not, or more correctly
said, did not approve of a contribution dish on the table.
Instead, a little leather pouch was hung inconspicuously into
which anyone could put his/her payment. Now and then,
however, the leader, C. E. Bardenfleth, had to talk tough to
the young people, when Mrs. Holst could not hear it. That
would help for a while and there would be more cash in the
bag.
First Christmas in America 1 3
Christmas Eve, 1905, was our first Christmas in this big,
strange country, and it was for us the saddest we had ever
experienced. As I related before, we were very happy to have
found St. Peder's church and met many countrymen there.
We could only attend the Sunday evening meetings where
there weren't as many as at the morning services, but still
there was always a rather good gathering.
A couple of Sundays before _Christmas we were asked if
we would care to sing in the choir on Christmas Eve, and
that we would like to do. The church at that time did not
have a regular choir for every Sunday, and as far as we were
concerned, we did not need any special practice with the
well-known Christmas hymns. We were just eight in the
choir and there really wasn't room for any more on the little
balcony where the organ stood. We looked forward to
Christmas eve with the hope that now we would really get
the Christmas spirit. Until that time we thought everything
was so superficial - nothing like the lovely Christmas
spirit found in Denmark all during December and well into
the New Year. Christmas over here seemed to center on
Christmas Day and Santa Claus.
Christmas Eve came and we were delighted, and early in
the morning we were to go to church and sing Danish
Christmas songs. We secretly hoped that one or another
family would invite us home. But that remained just a hope.
It was perhaps because there really was no family that knew
us except for having greeted us at church. Marie Holst and
her family were to have Christmas with her brother, Victor
Ingeman, who lived in St. Paul. The whole family always
gathered there on Christmas Eve, she told us.
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The weather was quite mild. Now and then snow fell
quietly. We walked along Franklin Avenue towards the
church on 9th Street, humming all the way. It seemed as
though there was Christmas in the air, but we missed the bell
ringing that could always be heard from church to church
and from parish to parish both before and after the
Christmas services all over Denmark.
There were quite a few people in the church, and it
seemed that at last we could feel it was Christmas. After the
last hymn, most people hurried out of the church after some
hasty "Merry Christmas" greetings. There was not much
room inside the church foyer for conversation, so little by
little all went home where the children waited impatiently
for mother and father. At last Manda and I were left
standing all alone. The minister wished us "Merry
Christmas" after which he put out the lights in the church
and above the entrance. Then he turned the key in the lock
and disappeared.
We looked at one another and didn't dare say anything
because of the lump in our throats. We stood a little while,
then began walking slowly, hand in hand, not directly homeward, but the long way. We had no reason to hurry. We
walked on streets where we had not been before, and we
looked at the houses where there were Christmas trees by the
window. At that time there were no electric lights but real
candles on all Christmas trees. But there were a few places
where the candles were lit this early in the evening. Here and
there the parlor lamp shone through the tree's branches, and
we could see children sitting on the floor, picking at the
decorations. At one place we crept up close to the house and
in the shelter of an evergreen tree we peeked in where they
sat around the dinner table: father, mother, two big and
three small children, and perhaps a grandfather. Oh, but it
was home-like and cozy to see! Suddenly the oldest of the
children arose and lighted three of the candles on the side of
the tree nearest the dining room. Then they all rose, joined
hands and sang a verse, perhaps a grace, before they began
to eat.
Then we went on homeward. The family I worked for
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had gone to Wisconsin for Christmas, but the lady had left a
good supply of food for me, among other things a chicken
for Christmas dinner. I could invite my sister so I would not
need to be alone.
But neither Manda nor I had any desire for a big dinner.
We were not at all hungry after all our disappointments, but
we had to eat something. We were satisfied with a couple of
fried eggs, coffee and the coffee cake that I had baked
before going to church. We read the few Christmas greetings
from Denmark and recalled memories of some of our childhood Christmas eves.
They were certainly not sumptuous. I don't remember
that we ever got a toy. We didn't even miss such a luxury.
We usually received a new dress, hair ribbon, stockings or
something useful. The planning ahead of buying glossy and
gold paper for making Christmas ornaments for the tree was
a lot of fun. We wrapped dozens of walnuts in gilt paper and
hung them on many branches so there was always something
to pick off. We also bought little sugar figures in the shape of
watches, trumpets, small lambs, herd boys, etc. These small
objects were filled with so-called liquor, which was perhaps
really colored sugar water. But they were pretty, and it
was tempting to stick a pin in one and suck the liquid
out when nobody was looking. It was of course not nice to
do such a thing, but we were careful to not give the empty
objects to some of our playmates who came to see our
Christmas tree. It was customary that all should be given
something or other from the tree - a basket or cone with
peppernuts or raisins. No wonder we sang "First the tree
shall be shown, later it shall be eaten." When Christmas was
over there really was nothing much left but candle holders.
Our greatest pleasure was a few days before Christmas
when father took the dog and us, Manda, Zacharias, and
me, on a long trip out into the woods to find and cut a
suitable tree for our living room. Manda, Zacharias, and I
were nearly the same age, born in the years 1886, '87, and
'89.

What fun it was to walk there among the evergreens!
That fragrance and special mysterious sighing of the wind
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could not be found anywhere else. When the tree was loaded
onto our two sleds which were tied together, we ran almost
the whole way home.
That was what we two sisters on that lonesome
Christmas Eve in Minneapolis thought and talked about our childhood Christmases. Now and then there were tears
in our eyes, but we had decided we would not cry. It was not
later than 8:30 when we assured one another that we were
tired and sleepy. We agreed that we would pinch and save
until next Christmas to go home to Denmark, because over
here we would never feel at home.
But if we should happen to stay in America and maybe
after a while have our own home, we would always look
around among our countrymen who do not have a home to
be in on Christmas eve - then we would try to be hospitable
toward them. I believe I can say that this we remembered for
many years. For my little sister there were but three
Christmases in which she could fulfill that pledge of making
a warm Christmas for others.
1905, A Rebel Young People's Society 14

St. Peder's Young People's Society was started on the 8th
of June, 1905 at a time when there was a great need for an
organization for young Danes. The association's organizer
and first president was C. E. Bardenfleth. There was a good
start with 24 members and every month the membership
increased. My sister and I became members at the first
meeting in December. This society was only eight months
old when it was dissolved. The group which belonged to it
continued, however, under a new name, "Young People's
Society of 1905."
This is what happened: After Christmas some of the
young people thought it would be fun to have a little party
with a dance, for example, a Fastelavnsfest (Shrovetide
party). It should not be for everybody, but just for members
and friends. But Pastor Petersen was strongly opposed to
having a dance. There was much discussion, pro and con
about this and the subsequent vote was in favor of the dance.
Then the minister arose and said adamantly, "I herewith take
the name 'St. Peder's Church Young People's Society' from
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you." He then took the cash box under his arm and walked
away. Only one man, Harold Munster, followed him. All of
us who stayed behind agreed that one man cannot thus
dissolve an organization, and if we could not continue using
the name 'Young People's Society of St. Peder's Church,"
then we would continue under a new name, "Young People's
Society of 1905."
Under that name we were active for many years. The socalled "ball" was held in Oulie' s Hotel which was located on
5th Street just across from Dania Hall. It was both fun and
cozy. We were only forty-odd in number, and we were all
friends and acquaintances. There was certainly nothing that
went on that could cast a cloud on the name Young People's
Society of St. Peder's Church. I am sure that Pastor Petersen
would have been happy to see how we young people could
dance both folk dances and Landers (a stately minuet). Mrs.
Oulie, who was Danish, enjoyed herself with us. She was the
widow of a Norwegian. After his death she managed the
hotel herself for several years. It was more like a rooming
house than a hotel, and there were several young Danish
men who made their home there. She was like a mother to
them. Some years later Mrs. Oulie married a Norwegian
nobleman, Wedel Jarisberg. She then sold the hotel and the
couple moved out to Minnetonka. The new owner changed
the name to Hotel Norge.
In reality, "1905," as the society was generally called,
was both independent and versatile. There was something
here to interest all tastes, and many who came straight from
Denmark joined immediately because Danish was spoken.
It did not take long before the rooms in private home were
too small and the meetings were then held every Thursday
evening in Dania's "Little Hall." There was always a well
planned program - both funny and serious - concerts,
lectures, readings, and often discussion meetings. These
could be especially interesting, and one had a chance to listen
to different opinions. It often became quite heated and
lively. But nobody became hurt or angry even though the
waves ran high as long as the discussion lasted. We usually
ended such an evening by singing J.C. Hostrup's song:
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"Friends, things will be fine and beautiful
though it may blow a bit yet, and rain,
Soon it will be summer-like and green.
Yes, things will sprout everywhere
and all the green makes me happy, except for pond scum." 15
The last verse of the song was not sung until the discussion was all over. Then we sang lustily and extra loud:
"Away with pond scum,
upon that we insist;
because that scum grows where
the pond is still and stagnant.
We do not condone rebellion but cheers for those
who stir things up!"
Then we would shake hands and be good friends in spite
of different ideas, thoughts, and opinions.
Young People's Society of 1905 was actually an excellent
organization that existed through 35 years or so. Here
gathered an awakened youth which infused the Danish
community with cultural interests to a high degree. The
activities were neither shallow nor empty with nothing but
sociability, card-playing, and the like, but consisted rather
of meetings from which the young people in the Danish
colony in the Twin Cities could experience something of
lasting value. The society strove to live up to the motto
which was adopted at the general meeting the 3rd of May,
1906:
"We will bring light. With the cross in the flag,
We will fight for Youth's cause."
Those stirring words were from the last verse of the song,
"We have moved from the storms in the North," written by
poet-pastor Christian Schousboe. The song was often sung
at meetings of the society. Now it is many years since I have
heard it.
A Picnic in Como Park 16
I remember well the 7th of June, 1908. It was the first real
picnic that we were to have. Young People's Society "1905"
celebrated its three year anniversary, and it was to take place
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in Como Park, St. Paul. In those days it was a long way
from Minneapolis. One had to transfer to three or four
streetcars in order to get from "here to there." The time and
meeting place at the various transfer points had been
planned so that many could ride together and more easily
find their way home.
It was a lively bunch, loaded with picnic baskets, who
greeted one another with boisterous Danish greetings and
much chattering. The conductor on the streetcar laughed with
us and said, "You Swedes are such happy people." We said
"We are Danes and that is why we are so happy!"
Como Park was then a pretty nature park, and it was not
equipped with modern conveniences as it is now, 63 years
later. We had, as a matter of fact, chosen this place because
there was a group of young men and women in St. Paul who
always came to Minneapolis when there was something
Danish taking place and something worth taking part in.
They had often voiced a wish to start a society for St. Paul
equivalent to the Young People's Society of 1905. It was with
this objective in mind that a large group had gathered, and
we enjoyed a fine interesting time with games, speeches and
song.
The weather looked a bit threatening, but we hoped that
the sun would win out, and we sang so it echoed in the whole
park:
" ... and if we can just get a shelter
a little rain makes the farmer's crop good.
We never shun or begrudge dampness that is against our nature, hej hop, ha-ha, etc."
But unfortunately along in the afternoon it began to rain,
and there was absolutely no place where we could find
shelter. Only a few had brought coats, and it was not long
before we were all dripping wet. In those days women wore
hats both winter and summer. I had a huge Forentine or
picture hat with big red poppies. The hat protected my hair
and face, but before long the red dye from the flowers began
to drip down over my white dress and shoes, and my outfit
became the colors of our Danish flag. The dress could never
be used again after that treatment. We all looked as though
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we had gone swimming with all our clothes on.
In spite of rain and thunder, Young People's Society of
St. Paul was founded that day. It seemed to thrive for a few
years, but after about eight years it dissolved, mostly because of a lack of young Danes. It seemed that more young
immigrants came to Minneapolis than to St. Paul. There had
been good cooperation between the two societies. Together
they sponsored the first big Constitution Day Festival
(Grundlovsfest) the 6th of June, 1909. It was held on a
Danish farm near Lake Street Bridge, about where Minnehaha Academy and the Danebo Home now stand. I don't
remember who owned it, but several hundred people attended, and there seemed to be a strong feeling to continue
with that sort of thing.
In that way in the years 1910 to 1913 these two societies
celebrated the Danish Constitution Day together on a
Danish farm near the State Fair grounds. It belonged to Hans
forgen Christensen, a well-to-do, versatile, jovial man, who
was always willing to help fellow Danes. His daughter Julia
is married to August Grunwald. Both are members of St.
Peder's Church.
Love and Marriage for the Two Sisters
(An explanatory note by translator)
C. E. Bardenfleth had come to Minneapolis a year before
Mary, in 1904. He was assistant editor in a Danish publishing firm in Minneapolis. It was quite natural that Mary and
Carl Emil Bardenfleth should be attracted to one another. He
was a well educated, charming young man, organizer and
leader of the Young People's Society. Mary was a pretty
blue-eyed blonde girl, fresh from Denmark, vivacious and
witty, happy to have found other young Danes in this new
country. The newly formed young people's group called
"1905" was almost their whole social life. They went on
picnics and outings and put on plays and entertainments.
Three years after Mary arrived in Minneapolis, she and Carl
Emil were married, in the fall of 1908.
While Carl Emil was courting Mary, Paul Strange had his
eye on Manda. Paul was a dapper young man who arrived
from Copenhagen with a flair for theater. In the future he
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was to direct many dramatic productions for the drama club
of 1905. He and Manda were married in Mary and Carl
Emil's home in 1910.
Newlyweds' First Home 17
Carl Emil Bardenfleth and I were married in the fall of
1908. We met for the first time when I came to St. Peder's
church on the 19th of November, 1905. Our first home was
on 7th Avenue, now Park, and 8th Street. We could walk
from here to all the places where our interests were, and to
his work. In those days we thought nothing of walking 10 to
15, yes, even 20 blocks. It was healthful, and it was
necessary to save where one could.
My husband's salary from Ugebladet was only $8 per
week. But, of course, the cost of clothing, food, etc. was in
proportion. For example, a loaf of bread was 5 cents, and a
11
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Mary and Carl Emil Bardenfleth
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pound of coffee could be had for 14 cents, although I usually
bought a better quality for 20 cents a pound. House rent
including gas was $6.75 a month.
It is unbelievable how little our needs were. The few
furnishings and the most necessary household equipment
was bought at Holzerman's on Cedar Avenue. Some of it
came in big packing boxes, and the boxes themselves came to
good use. The largest of these became a very nice kitchen
table, laid on its side with the opening toward the kitchen.
Some boards from the cover became shelves. I put some nails
here and there under the shelf and here I hung pots and pans.
Then with white oilcloth on top and a white curtain over the
opening so no one could see what was hidden under it, our
table was complete. Another wooden crate became a table
for my two-burner gas plate. Oh, it was such a delight to
arrange a modest but cozy home of our own.
There was no electricity in the apartment, but out in the
hall there was a big room that had been planned to be a bath
room. Here there was running water and a toilet. I hung a
little red lamp here so there would always be light at night.
Miss Robinson, who also used this washroom, objected to
the light and asked me to get rid of it. When I asked why she
didn't like the little red lamp which I thought was so pretty,
she explained that a red light meant that loose women live
here, and I should remember that she was an unmarried
woman. So I exchanged the lamp with the one in our
bedroom.
Miss Robinson oned a little store on the first floor, and
a cat. And believe me, the cat was boss. It sat in the window on top of the potatoes, onions and carrots. It sat on
cabbage which was in boxes on the floor, and it sat on
the shelves where there was bread and other bakery
goods. In those days nothing was packaged for sanitary
reasons as now. The Reagan Bakery Company delivered
bread every day, and six different kinds of pies. They stood
on the counter in an open rack, one shelf above another. If
one did not want a whole pie you could buy a half, which I
did quite often. One evening when we had unexpected
company I dashed down to the store to get something for
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coffee, and then I saw "Twinkle" standing on her hind legs
licking the shelves and presumably also the pies that were
left. I gave the cat a slap so it jumped off the counter with a
loud "Meow!" Miss Robinson was very angry on behalf of
both herself and the cat. From that time on I never bought
anything the cat might have touched. I remembered what the
sailor said about his sloppy wife's cooking, "It really is
piggish finding dog hair in the porridge."
In our bedroom there was a door to a stairway that went
down to the yard. We never used it but in case of emergency
it was good to have. That stairway was "Twinkle" and her
suitor's trysting place. Their meowing and fighting was a
horrible noise to listen to, and even though Miss Robinson
with her hour-long coaxing would finally get "Twinkle" inside, it took a while before the other cats disappeared.
So one day I bought two cans of red Spanish pepper not from Miss Robinson, and that evening I quietly went
backwards down the steps, and generously sprinkled the
contents of the cans on each step and on the railing all the
way down. I did not walk back up the steps but went in the
front door. It did not take long before we heard some
meowing, hissing, and spitting! After that evening there was
"peace in the hen-house" or rather, I should say, on our steps.
No one seemed to discover that I, wicked person, had done.
A year after we were married, my husband got a good
job at the Augsburg Publishing Company with an enormous
salary - 15 dollars per week! Now we could afford a few
more furnishings. Until then we bought only what was
absolutely necessary and what we could afford. We bought
nothing on the installment plan. I had long wished for a
small ice-box, and that was the first piece of furniture that
was bought. My, but I was happy to have it. It could hold
only 25 pounds of ice, but we never bought more food than
we needed. The cabinet was made of highly polished wood.
It looked beautiful in the dining room where it found its
place.
Our home, which was the first within the 1905 circle,
became a meeting place for the young people who had
neither home nor family. Especially on Sunday, yes, and
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Thursday, too, when the young girls who did housework
had "maid's day off," there would often be a knock on the
door and a cheery "Hello, is there anyone home?'' They
knew very well that the door was not just ajar but was wide
open, and their visit was a joy to all.
Christmas in Our Own Home 18
The very first Christmas in our own little home was in
1908. A few weeks before Christmas we began to look
around in our circle to find out who had no place to spend
Christmas Eve. We therefore invited three men and a girl
who otherwise would be alone. A couple of days before
Christmas I found yet another Danish girl whom I knew
from the 1905 Society. I shall call her Katrine. She was a
nice, pretty girl, but a bit conceited in some ways. She had a
habit, like so many others, of over-using a popular slangy
expression. Her's was "Knageme" (I'll be darned), and she
used it whenever she was enthusiastic about something. 19
I asked her where she was to spend Christmas Eve. The
answer was "No place except where I work." I continued, "If
you are free, we would like to invite you to our home. We
eat at 7 o'clock." She stood a moment and looked seriously
at me, and with tears in her eyes asked, "Do you really mean
it?" "Yes," I answered, "I certainly do." Then she put her
hand out and blurted, "Det skal de knageme ha' tak for."
(Well, I'll be darned! Thanks for that.)
Thus we were five extras besides sister Manda and Hance
Paul Strange. It would be a bit crowded for table space, so
we would have to sit close together. But surely no one would
complain about that.
That first Christmas Carl Emil was still working for
Ugebladet and there wasn't much money for splurging, only
$8 per week. But we saved in every way so there would be
enough for a real good Danish Christmas Eve dinner. We
had rice porridge, goose stuffed with apples and prunes, red
cabbage, browned potatoes, and even a bottle of red wine.
Christmas gifts were unimportant in those days. I bought a
small gift for each guest, nothing costing more than ten
cents. It was unbelievable the pretty little things one could
find at Woolworth's for five or ten cents. These things were
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wrapped in tissue paper and with red ribbons, they helped to
decorate the tree. The amusing gift (for the finder of the
almond hidden in the rice) cost 25 cents.
The Christmas tree was decorated the evening before
(Little Christmas Eve) and that was generally a special
ceremony, at the same time being sister Manda's birthday. In
that way she was never cheated of some celebration. That
evening the menu always included head cheese (sylte) with
beets and creamed potatoes, and whatever else belonged
with the menu, plus a little Danish akvavit (snaps). Later in
the evening we had "~bleskiver" (pancake balls) and coffee.
Now to return to Christmas Eve 1908. Everything was all
set for the festivity. Carl Emil, who always came home at
noon for a sandwich lunch, was to help me arrange table
space for nine. With a questioning look he asked if there
could possibly be room for one more. There happened to be
a young man who slept on a pile of papers in the Rasmussen
print shop. Carl Emil had just talked to him and found that
he did not know anyone here in town.
He added, "If you cook plenty of rice porridge, then I will
not eat very much roast goose." I answered that we would
manage the food situation but it was worse about space. I
looked around the room and noticed the sewing machine. It
could be opened up leaving an opening in the top where the
machine belonged. If we laid a board over the opening it
became a little narrow table which could easily make a place
for Carl Emil and myself. It was a bit difficult to find room
for our legs, but with a tablecloth that hid the stand and
pedal, it looked like a little serving table. It was much better
to sit a bit crowded than to think that one or another should
sit alone, Christmas Eve.
There were of course no plans for a gift for this unexpected guest, whom Carl Emil would invite when he got back
to the office. I did not have time to go out and buy something, but Carl Emil had a tie which was almost new. It could
not be seen that it had been used a couple of times. 'Wrap it
up," he said, "I don't even know the man's name. But I'll find
out, and then I can write his name on the package when I
come home tonight."
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So we ten had an absolutely delightful Christmas Eve
together. The unknown guest was very touched over
enjoying such an evening among total strangers. At leave
taking he said, "Now I shall go to my warehouse where I
have a roof over my head for a short time, and I shall sit
down and write to my mother about this lovely Christmas
Eve which I shall never forget." That was his good-bye. I
don't remember that I ever saw him again.
A Danish Publishing Company 20
Rasmussen Publishing Company was well known in
many states. It was owned by brothers Christian and Marius
Rasmussen. Originally at 720-24 South 4th Street was a
printing press, stock room, and a quite impressive book
store. Four weekly Danish newspapers were published by its
printing press: namely the Minneapolis paper, Ugebladet, St.
Paul Tidende, Racine Posten, and Chicago Posten. All four
papers contained the same reading matter. Only the back
page was different, and that contained local news, etc. from
the city whose name the paper carried. There was also a
monthly paper, Familie Journalen, together with several
small pamphlets and books.
It was no wonder that Christian Rasmussen was often
called the "Newspaper King." These papers and pamphlets
were written by Anton S0rensen who was chief editor, and
by C.E. Bardenfleth who was proof reader and assistant
editor.
Chr. Rasmussen always traveled around in the states partly to get subscriptions for the different papers and partly
to sell books. He was good at that and it was said he could
make a sale to whomever he contacted. Even if there was a
painter upon a ladder doing his work, Rasmussen could sell
the man both a subscription and a couple of books.
In the spring of 1904 he was in Chicago where he met
C. E. Bardenfleth who had just come from New York to
visit his sister, who was the wife of H. C. R0rdam, pastor of
Trinitatis Church. Chr. Rasmussen eloquently pictured what
a beautiful city Minneapolis was and said, "We could use a
man like you in our firm." And that was the way C. E.
Bardenfleth came to Minneapolis.
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Marius Rasmussen was the one who had the responsibility for mailing these newspapers, doing the bookkeeping
and looking after the book business, both the buying and
selling of books from Denmark and Norway. These two
brothers were very different in personality and appearance.
Christian was a quite vigorous, jovial man with wavy white
hair, always ready to tell a funny story or anecdote. His wife
was Danish and a sister of editor S0rensen's wife. They had
no children.
Marius, or M.S. as many called him, was a tall, thin,
much more introverted and quiet man. He and his sweet
little Norwegian wife, Sigrid, were very active in St. Peder's
Church. Mrs. M. S. was church organist for many years.
They had two sons. There was also an unmarried sister,
Christine Rasmussen. She was employed in the book
business. She made her home with M.S. In all the years I can
remember, she had a great interest in Sunday school work,
and children loved her. M. S. always dreamed about his
birthplace, Saeby, which was to him the best and loveliest
place in Denmark. His dream of visiting it again never came
to pass. He had to be satisfied with the pleasure of seeing a
postcard or other pictures when someone had visited Saeby.
Both brothers were kind-hearted and always willing to
extend a helping hand to a needy fellow countryman who
looked up their firm. But this business of publishing Danish
newspapers in America was then as it is today, no gold mine,
and it called for skilled people to do that kind of work.
Sometimes when men came looking for work, they might be
given little extra jobs, either bundling papers or cleaning the
shop and warehouse, to earn enough for a couple of meals. If
a place to sleep was needed it sometimes happened that they
could sleep on a pile of paper in the warehouse until a better
job could be found. Unfortunately, it sometimes happened
that this kindness was misused. There were many such
experiences during the years.
As the years went by there were many changes in the
Rasmussen papers. Editor Sorensen's health failed and he
was replaced by a capable younger man, H. S. Hagerup,
who after a few years became editor of Den Danske Pioneer
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where he stayed until his age and poor health forced him to
leave. I shall not go further into the changes that took place.
It seems to me there was talk of forming a corporation, but
nothing came of it. At last, Axel Andersen, who was once
also connected with the Pioneer, took over the whole
business and the weekly was re-named Midwest Scandinavian, and the English language predominated. Now all these
newspapers which were printed in Minneapolis are but a
saga. But during all those years that they were published,
they were enlightening, useful, and entertaining.
Drama at Dania Hall 21
It can be said that Young People's Society 1905 had a sort
of monopoly on presenting home talent plays in the Twin
Cities and area. It was something they were busy with for
many years. During the summer of 1906, two young Copenhageners came to town, namely Lorents Petersen and Paul
Strange. They were both very theater-minded, and before
long the first play was put on. It was a little three-act number
with only four actors, the aforementioned gentlemen, and
Ejner Askier together with me, Mary Bardenfleth. All four
played a different person in each act. They play was called
"The Hous° Folk." Later on they became more ambitious
and it was a real impressive list of productions that the
dramatic talent presented. There was almost always a full
house - at times there was not a single vacant seat, either on
the main floor in the balcony in the old homey Dania Hall.
It was at such moments when we experienced harmony
and unity~--and it was a pleasure for the actors to enjoy such
good results after countless and difficult rehearsals,
especially in winter time. Dania Hall was for many years
heated with only a stove, and it was not fired up just for a
rehearsal. My, how we froze! It was beastly cold up there on
the stage, and afterwards we had to ride home in the street
car. After midnight they ran only every hour. There were
very few who had cars those first years.
The profit from these presentations was seldom very large
compared with the expenses, which could be considerable,
since we had to rent costumes, hall, music, etc., and the
tickets were only fifty cents. It was surely not for its own
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Sondag Aften den 18de Marts 1917
paa Dania Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.
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\ ______ -------------------------- A·,. ; Ln,·1111
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CHR. JENSENS ORKESTER
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IE
A typical playbill from the era 1910 to 1920.
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Danish National Festival 1927 at Minnesota State Fair Grounds.
Horse drawn "float" in the parade with actors in the play of the
evening. Mary Bardenfleth, second to right, standing.

benefit that the dramatic club performed. They were always
willing to help other organizations at festive occasions - for
example in February 1914 at the National Fest in the Twin
Cities for the benefit of the Denmark building at the World's
Fair in San Francisco.
We played "Abekatten" (The Monkey) for an audience of
700 in Dania Hall in Minneapolis and for 400 in St. Paul. On
October 13, 1915 we presented "Eventyr pa Fodrejsen"
(Adventures on a walking tour) sponsored by the Danish
Brotherhood at Mozart Hall in St. Paul, for about 900
people, and the following week a repeat performance in
Dania Hall for 600 spectators.
Likewise at the big National Fests held at the State Fair
grounds in 1926, 27, 28, and 29, every evening on the huge
stage in the "Hippodrome" (now called Coliseum) we presented plays such as "En S~mdag pa Amager," "Fastelavnsgildet," "G0ngeh0vdingen," and "Molboerne." The last two
named required many extras, both "G0nger" and "Molboer."
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There were many talented helpers from St. Paul who took
part and helped, so everything went well. The afternoon
program usually ended with a parade around the fairgrounds. There were riders and marchers together with
decorated floats carrying those persons who were to perform
in the evening program. They dressed in all the fantastic
costumes worn in the evening performance. On one wagon
the hideous witch from "G0ngeho1c,vdingen" sat - mounted
on a wooden horse, spitting and hissing at those who
shouted at her.
The next year when "Molboerne" was played, there was
a wagon on which ten or twelve Molboer sat on the floor in a
circle with their legs tangled up. They couldn't figure out
which leg belonged to whom until Sidsel H0nsepige (Chickgirl) came and gave them a couple of blows on their legs.
Then they found out where it hurt, and whose was whose.
The evening program began early and there was always a
big crowd. Very few left the festival before everything was
over.
To be continued.
FOOTNOTES
1 Olaf Juhl : Den Danske Pioneer, June 10, 1971.
2 Clippings of the complete Danish stories are in the archives of the
Danish Immigrant Museum, Elk Horn, Iowa, and also in the Danish
American Center, Minneapolis, MN.
3 Mary's early life told by Edith Faaborg to translator.
4 June 10, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
5 June 24, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
6. July 8, 1971 issue of Dan Danske Pioneer.
7 July 22, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
8 Rev . Sateren . Sateren Hall on the Augsburg College campus was

named after his son who became music director of the college.
9 August 5, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
10 August 19, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
11 August 19, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
12 Carl Holst was a brother of Else Buck's mother. Else was well known
in Minneapolis.
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13 December 23, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
14 September 3, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
15 Pond scum= "andemad," duck weed, or algae.
16 October 14, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
17 November 11, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
18 February 3, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
19 The slang expression in Danish was "Knageme," untranslatable.
20 October 28, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
21 September 16, 1971 issue of Den Danske Pioneer.
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Devastation in Tyler
by JENS B. JOHANSEN
During the evening of August 21, 1918, the community
of Tyler, Minnesota, was struck by a severe tornado. Many
people were killed, many more injured, and the damage to
property was tremendous. The letter, written in Danish,
which follows is a first-hand account of what that thriving
community looked like after the storm. In some places this
account is gruesome, in other places it is subtly humorous,
and in all places it is a graphic presentation of the havoc that
can be wreaked in a few moments.
Tyler is a community of some 1100 people, located in
southwestern Minnesota on U.S. Highway 14, about 35
miles east of Brookings, South Dakota. The Danes first came
to this area in 1885. A year later they had founded Danebod
Congregation and in 1888 the Folk School at Danebod
opened its doors. The Danebod area of Tyler lies a little to
the south of the area in which the storm struck and thus
escaped the severe damage.
Jens B. Johansen, the writer of this letter, lived next door
to the parsonage at Danebod at the time this letter was
written. He served for a time as register of deeds and had
operated a grain elevator in Tyler. He was apparently retired
at the time of this letter. Ansgar Johansen, to whom the letter
is written, was the son of Jens B. and Ane Kristine Johansen.
He was a brother of Johannes, Marie, and Marta Johansen.
Ansgar grew up in Tyler and in 1914 was married to
Frederikke Henriksen of West Denmark (Luck), Wisconsin.
In 1918 he was living with his wife and two children in
Watuaga, South Dakota. Shortly after that he moved with
his family to West Denmark and remained there, except for
two years spent at "Valborgsminde" a retirement home in
Des Moines, Iowa, where he died in 1975. He was the father
of Halvdan, Anne Marie (Nichely), Christian, Valdemar,
and Johanne (Hansen).
Thorvald Hansen, translator
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Tyler, Minnesota
September 5, 1918
Dear Ansgar and Frederikke,
I want to give you a written account of the disaster which
struck Tyler on Wednesday evening, August 21. I do have
doubts as to whether or not I can do it completely enough so
that you can understand the full extent of the damage even
though I do know that you are fully acquainted with the
town. You will perhaps understand the difficulties of giving
a written account when I tell you that the changes that took
place that evening were very great. They were so great that
as I go about surveying the destruction I must often stop and
figure out whose building or house stood on that lot, or
whose stood next to it. The destruction must be seen at first
hand to be fully grasped.
That which has been written in the papers, likewise, does
not give a clear picture. When one has, as I have, walked
among the ruins a few hours after the destruction and seen
the things I have seen, one begins to feel that even then one
knows very little and can never completely describe the
scene, either by pen or the spoken word. One would have
had to have been quite differently involved in the tornado
that evening to be able to express with clarity what happened.
I have looked upon the dead and those who were
mutilated by the storm. I have seen wagon loads of debris
hauled away from a site in order to determine why the flies
were gathered there more than in other places only to
discover that beneath that rubble lay a man, dead in his bed,
with a mattress and blanket under him and a blanket over
him. His soul had gone to other regions. His name was
Hans Jensen.
Hans Christensen, the storekeeper, has a daughter who is
12-14 years old. She was lifted in the air, carried over
buildings and treetops by the whirlwind, conscious of where
she was and without fear, until her feet again touched the
ground by the Schwartz house. She did not fall but
continued with full speed and came running in the door to
the Schwartz family. Her mother was badly injured. I am
afraid that she, Mrs. Christensen, has suffered a concussion
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and she is now in a mental hospital in Minneapolis.
John Walker stood in his home and saw Christian Sorensen's house taken by the storm. When it had been lifted six or
eight feet off the ground it began to swing about and
continued to do so until it became just bits and pieces.
Christian Sorensen and his wife were in the house and their
bodies were found a short time later.
Niels Jensen was visiting his neighbor, Chr. Graeser, and
stood looking out of a door toward the north. He heard a
noise in the air as if many trains were going through the
town at full speed. Niels Jensen told me that he could easily
understand that the air was hot because it was filled with
sparks such as those one sees on a dark winter night shooting
out of chimneys as fires are stoked. Agnes was in the drug
store and when the front of that building was blown away,
she was able to get out, as were others in the store. When she
came home to her father one of the first things she said was,
"Oh father, father, the air is so hot, so hot it is difficult to
breathe." Many others also tell of the intense heat in the air.
Johannes, the writer's son and father of Ralph and
Roland Johansen and Olga Madsen, was pinned under a
counter in the western end of the store right by the door
leading to the storeroom. He was fully conscious and one of
the first things he noticed was that the air was unusually hot.
This led him to think that the rubble was on fire and that he
would be burned to death. This matter of the heat can be
explained simply by saying that it was a violent electrical
storm or tornado that leveled the city. When one reads in the
papers that it was because of a heavy hail and rain after the
storm that fire did not break out it does not fit the facts. It
neither rained nor hailed following the storm. This was
fortunate because if there had been a severe rain after the
many buildings had been toppled, end over end, the
economic loss would have been much greater. I think, for
example, that Holm, Riis, and Johansen would have had a
loss of $10,000 more than they did have. Their loss now is
estimated at $9,000 to $10,000. That is too much, but if
there had been a heavy rain, they would have been
completely ruined. It rained a little before the storm came. It
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also hailed a bit, but it was not enough to affect the corn.
This is a fact.
Hans Lauritsen' s farm buildings were the first to go in the
storm. I was over there after the storm and there was hardly
a board left that was four feet long. The storm came from the
southwest, but mostly west. It took the "round house" and
the "coal chute." Tyler Park was on the south side of the
tornado so the trees lie there, tipped and broken but with
leaves on the branches and trunks. However, in the center of
the storm there is hardly a tree that has any leaves. They
have been torn up by the roots, broken in two, or else the
trunks reach skyward with all the branches broken off. In
some cases all the bark has been ripped off, and these were
not small trees but some feet in diameter. This is in the west
part of town. Except for two, all the private homes are in
splinters. One of the two is very old and has been on the
verge of collapsing for several years. The house next to it is
better, though naturally there is not a whole pane of glass in
either of them.
A. W. Maganky's house was torn from its foundation
and carried some three rods. There it rammed against a thick
poplar tree and it lies half on its side with the bottom up.
Mrs. Maganky and Nellie, along with Mrs. Powers, were in
the house when the storm raised it. On Thursday I asked,
Mrs. Maganky how they escaped. "I don't know," she said.
"We found ourselves lying outside the house without a
scratch on any of us." Mads Bobjerg's house was next to
Maganky' s and it was destroyed as was all else on the street.
Maganky' s feed barn was shattered but, strangely enough,
none of his horses were injured.
The Farmer's Bank was destroyed though the eastern end
of it, where the bank business was conducted, still stands.
The upper story, which was the hospital, collapsed on the
western portion. Where there had previously been a post
office there was, on the night of the storm a committee
meeting regarding the county fair. P. D. Christensen, Hans
Lauritsen, T. P. Hermansen, and Stauning were there. In the
center of the floor stood a long, solid wooden table. When the
storm came and the windows were blown in, Hans Lauritsen
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and T. P. Hermansen crawled under the table. When the
walls began to tumble in, Stauning bgan to think of his head
which he would also like to get under the table. P. D.
Christensen was standing beside him. Stauning tried to get
under the table and he did get his head under but his legs
stuck out and they got it. Poor P. D. was killed. He was
struck in the head by a mason brick. The blow was so severe
that when they found him and moved his head the brain was
exposed. An automobile was flung in to those sitting under
the table and blown way over against the north wall. There
it was buried, horribly destroyed by the falling wall. But the
table stood fast and the men were dug out hearty and hale
with only some scratches here and there.
In the pool hall, beside the bank, there were many dead,
as you will have read in the papers. I will not go into that
here. I will just cite one instance regarding that grim tragedy.
I stood there about 2:30 in the morning and looked into the
face of a woman, a mother who was almost certain that she
had a dear child lying among the ruins, covered with many
bricks. I would not say her face looked as if it was frozen in
stone. No, but I have never seen such a look of expectation
as I saw there. Hour after hour she stood in the same place,
waiting until they found her son, Alfred Johnson. The
woman was Mrs. John Johnson (Farmer's Lumber Yard). A
short time later I went over to Hans Lauritsen's farm and
there I met Christian Jorgensen and his wife who, like
myself, were walking around to see the destruction. I walked
with them to the railroad; then they went home. I returned
to the place where Mrs. Johnson stood. I had talked some
with Christian Jorgensen and his wife. They had not given
much thought to the matter that they, too, might have a son
lying dead next to Alfred Johnson. Mangled and dead he was
pulled forth later in the day.
Park Hotel, which is owned by Kr. Duus, flew away. A
man named Peter Jensen stood holding the outer door so that
it would not blow open during the storm. The storm took the
hotel, the man, the door and reduced the hotel to bits and
pieces. When Peter Jensen found himself he was still holding
on to the door. Hans Jensen, the dead man whom I
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mentioned earlier in this letter, also lived at that hotel. He
lived in room number one and he was dug out in back of the
saddlemaker R. J. Larsen's store. Right beside him and the
bed in which he was found, lay a door with number one
painted on it. So you see he also had his door with him.
Now let us go down the west side of Main Street, then we
can stop here and there. North of the Pool Hall was Blacksley' s Restaurant where a number of persons were killed.
Blacksley's wife was buried in the ruins but she was dug out
alive. She was in the hospital at Danebod for a few days but
has now been released.
R. J. Larsen's building was devastated. On Thursday
Larsen was walking about looking over the ruins from all
sides and Johannes asked him what was wrong and whether
or not he had lost something. Larsen replied: "I don't know, I
simply don't understand it, but I don't recognize this house;
it is not my house." Then Johannes began to look more
closely and found that it was the upper story of the building
that now stood where the lower story had been. The suction
created by the tornado took the lower story, with all of the
merchandise, harness, boots, and shoes, and left the upper
story instead. It did stand a bit crooked on the foundation
though. Larsen now recognized the house and knew it was
his own and to that extent he was satisfied. Later he found
most of his merchandise but he now has 56 unmatched boots
and shoes.
An old lady, stout Mathilda's mother, lived in a part of
the building. Visiting her was Soren Jensen's wife and daughter Olivia and several of Soren Jensen's other children.
They had just left the store where Olivia had purchased a
new coat. They all escaped with whole limbs but the horse
with which they had come to town suffered greatly where it
lay. It was found later in a cellar someplace in town, terribly
injured. The harness had been torn from it and the buggy
hung in a tree.
Moving along, we come to the Holm, Riis, and Johansen
store, the National Bank, and Caspar Larsen's buildings. All
of these were destroyed. Nicolaj Petersen's Barber Shop,
where Simon Krog is the boss, was not damaged much by
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the storm. The front of Hans Olsen and Broconi's store has
been ripped away. The Sondergaard and Sorensen Hardware store has only suffered a little damage and Hermansen's
Drug Store is almost untouched. One makes an exception for
such minor things. Of course everything that was called a
window obviously was destroyed. There are small tears in
roofs and corners, and holes in walls here and there, that a
big boy could crawl through. Such little things were not
taken into consideration in Tyler.
Meanwhile, we are now standing in front of the place
where Doctors Vadheim and Paulson had their offices.
Everything has been destroyed and their equipment swept
away. An X-ray machine which they had owned in common
and which had cost $2,000, they kept at the hospital over the
Farmer's State Bank. It was damaged to such an extent that it
is doubtful that it can be repaired. An instrument for use for
operations at the hospital was carried through the air and
landed in Soren Lyngby's coat pocket. The coat was hanging
on a nail on the veranda of blacksmith Peter Rasmussen's
home, north of the blacksmith shop. The post office, which
was Carl Oxholm's building where Niels Jensen had a
tinshop, was completed leveled.
Rock van, the barber, and his family, lived in the top
story over the post office. Mrs. Rockvan was blown about
by the storm and found herself lying on the doctor's
operating table, though without being ill otherwise. Two
hundred twelve persons were gathered in the motion picture
building - fortunately. Had they been at home one may
assume that many would have lost their lives. When the
storm came, Westlund locked the entrance door and told the
assembly that now they must remain calm and be content
with sitting in their own seats because a violent storm was
passing through the town. The lights went out and some
lamps were lit. Quite a few of those assembled there began
to cry out that they must go home but they were told
emphatically that if they wanted to preserve their lives they
must stay where they were. This helped and a panic was
avoided. When the storm had passed over a couple of
minutes later, the door was opened and they all emerged
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unscathed. The first ones who came out found a little child
who lay crawling on the sidewalk and had not been injured.
It was Rockvan' s child whom the storm had left there after
its removal from the post office building.
Now we will take a walk on the east side of Main Street.
On that side, the power house, Citizen's State Bank, the
Nielsen and Rix Store, and the watchmaker Jacobsen's
building - everything has been leveled. The latter has
suffered the least, though it has sustained much damage. The
walls are still standing as are the cement walls of George
Christensen's building. Aside from that all the buildings
came down with a crash. The cooler belonging to Rasmus
Pedersen, the butcher, remains standing in the middle of the
floor and Rasmus carries on his business as usual from that
little booth. North of here all the buildings have been
leveled. Lauritsen' s store is a misshapen mass of bricks and
tree stumps.
Now we will walk toward the east by Andrew Lauritsen's
house, a house that suffered little damage and that has already been repaired. The Congregational Church lies several
rods from its foundation, destroyed but not completely
splintered. After passing that we miss the Baptist Church and
eight houses on the south side of the street. All have been
either partly destroyed or are completely missing. The
Catholic Church, on the north side of the street suffered
some damage but has now been repaired. Hermansen's house
on the corner has not sustained much damage. Again, you
realize I am not considering such things as a damaged roof or
holes in the wall as serious. Pete Nielsen and his brother,
Soren Nielsen, the shoemaker, both built on the north side of
the street and their homes, east of the Catholic Church, have
not been damaged much. But, east of here the storm crossed
over to the north side and swept everything clean. Thomas
Astrup' s house lay here and, along with two or three others,
it was completely swept away; not a stick remains. Haue was
among those blown away. Unfortunately Haue and his wife
were killed here. On the night of the storm they were found a
ways away from where their house had stood.
Frederik Andersen's house lies farthest to the east here.
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Strangely enough, it remained standing. It was partly
damaged but Frederik has $1,000 in storm insurance on it
and there was no one in the house when the storm struck.
Frederik, Clara and the children were down at Holland
where Frederik works. He hauls tile to a tiling machine there.
I was at the house on the night of the storm and saw that all
the windows were gone as was the stable. The pump had
been pulled from the well and was gone with the stable. Yes,
things were really humming that night.
Toward the east, a scant half mile from Frederik's we
reach the edge of town. Some good farm buildings had stood
here on Andrew Andersen's farm. Not a board a foot long
remains. Here the tornado ended.
Now we will retrace our steps until we reach Andrew
Lauritsen's house. Then we will walk south on that street.
Here lies a house in which Arkilles Morris lived some years
ago and in which Holger Riis now lives. The house stands
and has not suffered much damage. Then we come to Doctor
Paulson's house. The upper story has been battered but it
can soon be repaired. On the night of the storm, Paulson was
on the second floor to gather the whole family into the
basement but events turned out otherwise. Mrs. Paulson
sought to close a window on the lower floor and was in the
process of doing so when a long 2x6 came crashing through
the window and into the lower portion of her body, carrying
a mass of splintered glass with it. Dr. Paulson could later
reach his hand far into her body and remove splinters of
glass. Both her legs were also broken and she died the next
day. Dr. Paulson has since moved to New York. He never
will come to Tyler again. I spoke with him the day before he
left. He said that he could not bear to remain here. When he
looked upon the destruction all around he could see his
terribly mutilated wife. Around the first of November he will
establish a medical practice in Fergus Falls, Minnesota.
We are now standing opposite George Christensen's
house and we see that it was frightfully damaged by the
storm. George has suffered a loss of many thousands of
dollars. Then we move to the east side of the street. Here
stood Phillip Ehrite's house but not a stick remains.
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Henriksen' s house has not had much damage and it has now
been repaired. Between Henriksen's and the Congregational
Church stood the house in which Aage Jacobsen lived but
only the foundation remains. Mrs. Aage Jacobsen and the
children were with Elmer Christensen's widow in her home.
The house they were in was smashed by the storm and Mrs.
Elmer Christensen's little girl was killed. Poor Mrs. Christensen! If only it had been that poor sick boy that was taken
from her.
But we must move on. We have now come to a section of
town where everything has been laid waste. Not a house
remains nor a tree that has not been broken. This is where
the southwestern portion of Tyler lay but there is no town
now; just empty lots remain. We have now come to a
foundation on which Nikolai Pedersen's home stood. Nick
was married and shortly after that he was drafted and is now
a soldier in a camp somewhere in the east; I can't recall just
where. Their home stood here. His wife had been on a trip to
Fort Snelling, where Nick was, but he was to travel to the
east very soon. She had just returned home and Louise Utoft
and Karoline Eriksen were visiting her to see how Nick was
getting along. The storm took the house. Mrs. Nick Pedersen
had both legs practically torn off and both of her hips were
broken. She suffered greatly and died the next day. Karoline
was found a ways from there. She was dead and almost all of
her clothes had been ripped from her body. Even her shoes
were ripped from her feet. Louise Utoft was also dead when
she was found. Johanne Utoft was injured a bit. So far as I
know she suffered a couple of broken ribs.
Yes, much remains to be told but this will have to be
enough for now. My letter has gotten quite lengthy and I will
be making a trip out to you when the flax is ready for
threshing. Then I can tell the rest.
(The remaining part of the letter is brief but it is of a
personal nature and includes a greeting to Halvdan and
his little sister, Ane Marie from their grandfather Johansen.)
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Book Review
From Scandinavia to America:
Proceedings from a Conference
held at GI. Holtegaard
J0rgensen, Steffen Elmer, Lars Scheving, and Niels Peter
Stilling, eds. Odense University Studies in History and
Social Studies, vol. 103, Odense University Press, Odense,
1987, 377 pp. Dkr 160.
Reviewed by PETER L. PETERSEN
In early September 1983, scholars from Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the United States gathered at Gammel
Holtegaard, north of Copenhagen, for a three-day conference
on Scandinavian emigration to the United States. Because a
majority of the papers presented at the conference deal with
elements of the Danish experience, readers of The Bridge
should welcome this belated publication of the proceedings
made possible by a grant from the Danish Research Council
for the Humanities.
The editors have arranged the twenty-one papers under
four broad headings: The Danish Background; The
Emigration Traffic; Scandinavian Settlement and Assimilation in the Mid-West; and Communication. In the opening
article of the first section, University of Copenhagen Professor Erik Helmer Pedersen presents a useful survey of research on Danish emigration. He dates the beginnings of
modern scholarship to the publication in 1971 of Kristian
Hvidt's Flugten til Amerika eller drivknefter i masseudvandringen fra Danmark 1868-1914 (published in the United
States in 1975 uncle the title Flight to America: The Social
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Background of 300,000 Danish Emigrants). Although Pedersen is too modest to mention it, he has also played a major
role in stimulating research on several emigration topics on
both sides of the Atlantic. The remaining three articles in this
section have narrower focuses. Steffen Elmer }0rgensen
emphasizes the role of personal contacts in the formation of
an emigration tradition from Lolland-Falster and Mizm, while
Leif H. Nielsen outlines some of the difficulties in explaining
the emigration from North Slesvig. The next writer, Niels
Peter Stilling, presents an even more microhistoric view as
he offers a detailed study of emigration from S0ller0d
Parish, North Zealand, during the last 40 years of the 19th
century.
In the second part of the book, a Swedish historian, Lars
Ljungmark, explains what is called "the stock effect," the
function of earlier immigrants in "pulling" some of their
countrymen to a particular place in America. To get to their
new homes, these migrants obviously had to cross the ocean,
and thus Niels Larsen analyzes the Danish Atlantic transportation system, 1880-1900, particularly operations of the
Thingvalla Line.
One of America's most distinguished historians, Allan G.
Bogue of the University of Wisconsin, Madison, opens the
third section with an interpretive overview of immigrant
contributions to agriculture in the Middle West. Of special
interest is his account of a Danish farmer, Fritz Wilhelm Rasmussen, who lived in Brown County, Wisconsin. Another
University of Wisconsin Professor, Robert Ostergren,
explores immigrant settlement patterns in the Middle West,
with special attention paid to the Scandinavian element. The
next five authors treat diverse subjects. By examining four
collections of personal letters, many of them remarkably
poignant, written by "ordinary" immigrants, Anne Lisbeth
Olsen identifies certain common aspects among the experiences of Danish women in the new world. Drawing upon the
memoirs of A. M. Iversen, Harald Naess etches a fine
portrait of a small band of Scandinavian Moravians in Wisconsin. Tine Wanning describes the attitudes of DanishAmerican Grundtvigians toward assimilation while Arnold
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Strickon examines the impact of ethnicity upon Norwegian
farmers in Vernon County, Wisconsin. In the final essay of
this section, Iver Kj~r and Mogens Baumann Larsen
summarize their work on linguistic developments among
Danish immigrants in southeastern South Dakota.
With the exceptions of Aase Bak' s "case study" of the
Danish-American artist, C.C.A. Christensen, and Thorvald
Hansen's description of the Danish Immigrant Archival
Listing (DIAL) project, the authors in the final section deal
with aspects of the written word. Ulf Beijbom of the Swedish
House of Emigrants, Vaxjo, examines the ethnic press in
Chicago's 'Swede Town" in the years 1858-1880, while Lars
Furuland calls for additional research on Swedish-American
literature. Marion Tuttle Marzoff draws from her study of
the Danish press in the United States to explain why she
believes "the immigrant press ... is best characterized as the
immigrant's friend." Lars Scheving and Michael M0lgaard
Nielsen each examine a single newspaper, Dannevirke and
Den Danske Pioneer respectively. In a commentary on the
Scandinavian immigrant press, Dorothy Burton Skarda}
praises the historical research already accomplished, but
concludes that what has been done "is only a tiny fraction of
what lies waiting and needs to be studied."
In many ways, the proceedings published here are too
diverse and complex to be adequately described and
analyzed in a brief review. Clearly, however, by allowing
several young Danish scholars to present the results of their
research to a larger audience, the book represents a
significant addition to the historiography of Danish
emigration. Serious students of the subject will want this
book in their libraries.
Peter L. Petersen
West Texas State University
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Book Note
Danish Immigrant Archival Listing,
compiled by Thorvald Hansen. 300 pages. $49. 50, including
postage and handling. Extra charge for shipping to foreign
countries. Order from Grand View College, 1200 Grandview
Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50316-1599.
by ARNOLD BODTKER

The Danish Immigrant Archival Listing (DIAL) is a
reference book, and guide, which will enable scholars,
researchers and others to know something of the existence
and whereabouts of source material related to the Danish
immigrant in America. This 300 page hard-cover book is a
comprehensive listing of books, periodicals, manuscripts,
pamphlets, letters, documents, scrapbooks, pictures, and
similar items.
The guide consists of two parts. The first part contains
the actual listing of material pertaining to the Danish immigrant. The second part contains information on how to make
the best use of the guide, a subject index, a supplemental
index, and a listing of the names and addresses of the repositories which have contributed information.
More than 200 repositories in the United States, Canada,
and Denmark were contacted for a listing of their holdings,
and more than 150 responded with lists ranging from one to
several hundred items. Although the Listing is a continuing
project, Thorvald Hansen believes it now includes the bulk
of material related to the Danish immigrant, making the
Danish Immigrant Archival Listing the only reference book
of its kind. Even so this listing may be an alert, bringing to
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light additional items that can be added in a later supplement.
It is appropriate that the book is dedicated to Enok Mortensen, who for years had devoted much effort and time to
the location and preservation of materials relating to the
Danish immigrant. With the formation of the Danish
American Heritage Society, in which both Enok Mortensen
and Thorvald Hansen were active, interest in these materials
was stimulated. It soon became evident that it would not be
feasible, or even possible, to establish a central repository
for materials of this kind, and Mortensen proposed that the
development of a master catalog should be undertaken,
which would list these materials and indicate where they are
located.
It also seemed logical that the person to initiate this
project would be Thorvald Hansen, Grand View College
historian and archivist, now retired. If possible it should be
sponsored, jointly by Grand View College and the Danish
American Heritage Society. Fortunately this is what took
place. Although there was extensive consultation as to how
the project should proceed, it is through the competence and
diligence of Thorvald Hansen that we have a publication
that will prove to be of value in exploring the Danish immigrant experience and evaluating the Danish heritage.
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Goals and Objectives of the

Danish American Heritage Society:
To promote an interest in Danish American contributions to
American life.
To encourage research in the life and culture of Danish Americans.
To serve as an agency for the publication of studies of Danish
American contributions to American life.
To provide a means of communication and education for
individuals interested in the activities of Danish Americans.
To encourage the
records pertaining
lending support to
Danish Immigrant
Museum.

evaluation, preservation and display of the
to the life and culture of Danish Americans,
the Danish Immigrant Archives, including the
Archival Listing, and the Danish Immigrant

To support the related activities of other Danish American
associations and organizations.
To encourage and assist with conferences, meetings and endeavors
to stimulate interest in Danish culture, heritage and language.

